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The thermal structure of a genericsubductionzone is investigatedto elucidate the sourceregion
of subduction zone volcanics. The steady state thermal field is evaluated for a model subduction

zone where the plates are prescribedby kinematic boundary conditions,suchthat the subducting
slab inducesa flow in the mantle wedge. The resulting model suggeststhat the oceaniccrust of
the downgoing slab is not melted extensively, if at all, and hence is not the source of subduction

zonemagmatism(with the possibleexceptionof the specialcaseof veryyoungoceaniccrust). The
temperature in the mantle wedge is high enough to produce melting at the arnphibole-buttered
peridotire solidus. It is proposed that the combination of vertical motion of water as a free phase

and the transportof hydrousphases(e.g., arnphiboles)
by the slab-inducedmantle
wedgeflowlead
to the net transport of water being horizontal, acrossthe mantle wedge from the slab. Provided

the subductingoceaniccrust entersthe asthenosphere
at a velocity> 6(4-2) cm/yr, the mantle
wedgewill be hot enoughat the limit of the lateral water transportmechanismto generatemelting
at the amphibole-bufferedsolidus.

The model was then extended to include the effect of localized

sources
ofbuoyancy
(melt,residue,etc.) asa stationarybodyforce,to investigate
the possibilityof
reversingthe slab-inducedflow. Best estimates of the buoyancy sourcesand appropriate viscosity
in the wedge suggest that there is likely to be only a weak modulation of the slab-induced flow

unlessthe slab and wedgeare locally decoupled,for instanceby shearheating, the presenceof
water, or dehydration/hydrationreactions. If there is decoupling,then it is possiblefor there
to be an appreciablereversalof the slab-inducedflow. Such an appreciablereversalof flow, if
it persists,leads to cooling of the mantle wedge. Hence flow reversal cannot be a steady state
mechanism.
Insteadit wouldlead to a cyclein the meltingwith a periodof O(1 m.y.). The time
dependenceof a model with appreciableflow reversalwould be reinforcedby the need to clear the
wedge of infertile material.

basalts are primary and that high-magnesiumbasalts are
the result of contaminationby melting a path through the
The fundamental paradox of subduction zone volcanism
peridotiticmantle wedge. Marsh [1979]melts the slab by
is the presenceof melt and high heat flow adjacent to an
havingthe flow inducedin the mantle wedgeheat it in the
enormousheat sink, the cold subducting slab; see Uyeda
apexof the mantlewedge(his "magiccorner").This mecha[1982]. Petrologistsand geochemists
haveadvancednumernismwasinvestigatednumericallyby Hsui et al. [1983]and
ous hypothesesregarding the source region of subduction
zone magmas. The fundamentalquestion is whether this wasreiteratedby ToksSzand Hsui [1987]but, as discussed
below, was not definitive.
source region is the eclogitic subducting slab or the periMany workerssuggestthat the subductionzonewedge
dotitic mantle wedge. The terminologywe will use to demelts
by fiuxingit with volatilesderivedfrom the slab,which
scribe the idealized geometryof the subductionzone is prelowers
the solidus;see Gill [1981]. They considerthat the
sentedin Figure 1.
high-magnesium
basaltsare primary,arisingfrom a source
in
the
mantle
wedge,
while the high-aluminabasaltsarise
1.1. PetrologicalModels
from extensivemafic fractionationof the primary basalts
Marsh [1979],Maal•e and Petersen[1981],Myers et al. [Perfitet al., 1980;Kay,1980;DeBariandColeman,
1989]
1. INTRODUCTION

[1985],BrophyandMarsh[1986],and Johnston
[1986]have or the accumulation
of plagioclase
phenocrysts
[ Crawfordet
arguedthat the eclogiticoceaniccrust is the sourceof the al., 1987;Brophy,1989].
subduction zone magmas. This is supported by the fact
Tatsuraiet al. [1983],Nye and Reid [1986],DeBari et
that high-aluminaarc basaltshavegarnet and clinopyroxene al. [1987],and PlankandLanflrnuir
[1988]haveproposed
(majoreclogiteminerals)on theliquidusabove2 GPa. They that meltingis the resultof adiabaticdecompression
of the
therefore could be in equilibrium with and hence formed mantlewedge.The argumentsare basedon the high temfrom melting eclogite. They suggestthat the high-alumina peratures suggestedby the equilibration of arc melts with
peridotitc mineralsat mantle pressuresand alsoon the cor1Now at Instituteof TheoreticalGeophysics,
Department relationof major elementchemistrywith crustalthickness.

Ida [1983a,b, 1987]suggested
that the proposalof Tatsumi
et al. [1983],of dispitssmallenoughto be heatedby con-
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ductionbut largeenoughto risefasterthan the inducedslab
flow,wasunrealistic;hencehe arguedthat the reverseflow
wasnot individualdispitsbut rather a continuous
updraft.
His sourceis the subductingslab.
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seismicityas their focus and solvedthe zeroth-orderproblem of the sinking of a cold slab into a hot, constant temperature mantle. Thesethermal modelsdid not addressthe
thermal interaction of the slab on the wedgeor the viscous
coupling.Most have attemptedto modelthe heat flow ,and
one can obtain different thermal regimesdependingon the
assumptionsone makesregardinghow the systembehaves;
witnessthe wide range of thermal fields derived over the
years given different assumptions.This might seemto suggest that thermal models provide no constraints. This is
too pessimistic.In fact many of the assumptionsof the old
thermal models are acceptedto be unreasonableor unsuitable, and in this light the differencesamong models with
reasonableassumptionsare actually small, sufficientlysmall
to allow reasonablepredictionsfrom phase diagrams. For

example,Hasebeet al. [1970]had viscousshearheatingas

wedge

a major heat source,while they credited the enhancedheat
flow at the volcanic front to advected heat by magma flow;
both viscousheating and advection by magma are argued
below to be of secondaryimportance and not relevant in obtaining the first-order model. Another example is the purely

viscousmodelof Bodri and Bodri[1978],whichallowedthe
inducedwedgeflow to lead to extreme ablation of the wedge
corner; their extreme ablation is unreasonable, but otherwise the general principle of ablation is well supported and
their

Fig. 1. Cartoon of terms describing geometry of model subduction zone. Note that by overriding plate we mean the rigid
lithosphere. By wedge corner we mean either the apex at which
the overridingplate and slab meet or, when referring to a voltune,
roughly the volume of the wedge to the right of the dashedline.

thermal

model is not too different

from other thermal

models including induced flow and no major heat sources.
We shall now begin by reviewing previous models to illustrate that when one assessesthem critically, one arrives at
the conclusion that the thermal

field of a subduction

zone is

now more constrainedthan was assumedin previoussyntheses. Having said that, the temperature of the slab mantle inThere are also proposalsof an intermediate nature such terface and the shallow layers are only poorly modeled here,
as that of Nichollsand Ringwood[1973]which involvedi- but it is argued that the uncertain regionsof the model do
not alter the predictionsof the sourceregion of subduction
apirs risingfrom the slab, hybridizingthe wedgeand forming a garnet pyroxenite,whichsubsequentlygetsextensively zone magmatism. Of course, with special conditions, for
example, initiation of subduction or ridge subduction, the
melted.
details of the derived thermal

field will differ somewhat.

For

Workers who argue for the wedge to be the primary
the vast majority of casesthe same conclusionswill apply.
source also involve the incorporation of componentsfrom
The earliest suggestionwas that the subducting plate
the slab and sedimentsto explainthe geochemical
signature
melted due to the high frictional shear stresseson the fault
of subductionzonevolcanics(SVZ) that differentiatethem
frommid-oceanridgebasalts(MORB)[Perfit et al., 1980]or betweenthe two plates[Oxburghand Turcotte,1968; 1970;
oceanislandbasalts(OIB)[Morris and Hart, 1983]. The Turcotteand Schubert,1973]or the highviscousdissipation
due to the shearingof a fluid plate-wedgeinterface[Turcotte
relative contribution from the different sources are hard to
quantify ,and from DeBari et al. [1987]there is a sugges- and Schubert,1968]. Their thermal modelsassumedthat
tion that for different elements the contribution

of different

sourcesvaries, suggestingpreferential leachingof different
elementsby a mobile phase. These models frequently allow contamination by the assimilation of sub-volcanicfront

crust[HildrethandMoorbath,1988].
In an attempt to disentanglethis web of petrologicaland
geochemicalevidence, others have tried to evaluate suffi-

ciently good thermal modelssuch that certain hypotheses
can be shown to be unreasonable.

We shall now review

this processwas the explanation for the volcanicsand hence
set the stressesat the level required to melt the plate. This

requiredlarge stressesof the order of severalhundredmega-

pascals.The modelsof Toks&et al. [1971]and Minear and
Toks&[1970]havebeenwidelycited primarilydue to their
inclusion of many heat sources.Frictional heating was also
a significantfactor in these models, while viscouscoupling
of the slab and the wedgewas ignored. Followingthe work

of Yuenet al. [1978]and Yuenand Schubert[1979]high

these attempts and argue that it is worthwhile to improve shear stresseswere shown to be unlikely. Beukel and Woron them, to addressthe fundamentalquestionof the whether tel [1987]have shownthat givenreasonabletheologyand
the mantle wedgeor the oceaniccrust is the primary source heat flow constraints, shear stressesare likely to be about
25 MPa, extend down to about 40 kin, and locally lead to
region.
temperature increasesof no more than 250øC. Anderson et

1.2.

Thermal

Models

al. [1976, 1978] arguedthat endothermicdehydrationre-

actions in the plate would absorb most if not all the heat
The earliestthermalmodelsof subductionzones[e.g., producedin the frictional heating in the shear zone. ThereGriggs,1972;McKenzie,1969]had the explanationof deep fore frictional heating has been shown not to be a major
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mantle wedge and also for the focussingof cracksin towards
the mantle wedge corner. We shall show that the combiFollowingthe demiseof frictional heating, the next can- nation of all these processescould allows us to explain the
didate for a major heat sourcehas been advected heat, car- height of the volcanic front above the Benioff zone. We
ried by an induced flow generatedin the mantle wedge by also investigate the conditions necessaryfor local sourcesof
viscouscouplingto the subductingplate [e.g., McKenzie, buoyancy , for example, melt, to reverse the slab-induced
1969; Andrews and Sleep, 1974; Bodri and Bodri, 1978; An- flow of the mantle wedge and generate an upwelling.
heat source, and thermal models dominated by this premise
are dubious.

dersonet al., 1980; Hsui et al., 1983; Honda, 1985]. The
2. A•.qrYTIC
MOVErs
resulting flow under certain circumstancescan bring quite
high temperatures close to the subducting plate. Hsui et
Beforedescribingthe numerical thermal models,we would
al. [1983] claimed that it is possiblefor induced flow to
like to suggestanalytic approximationsof various aspectsof
raise the temperature in the wedge corner sufficiently to
the problem to give the reader a qualitative feeling for the
melt the subductingplate extensively.Honda [1985]develbehavior of the model, and also to reinforce the result that
oped a detailed model for the Tohoku subduction zone, in
given typical subduction parameters, it is very difficult to
Japan, incorporating an induced flow in the mantle wedge.
heat up and melt extensively the oceanic crust.
The model included other heat sources and sinks and was

The subductingslab is assumedto drag down mantle at
constrainedby heat flow and petrological and seismological
its sides. By continuity the mantle below the overriding
observations. He neededto proposerelatively high shear
lithospheremust approachthe wedgecorner to replacethe
stress on the interface to satisfy the surface heat flow. Rematerial descendingwith the slab. Hence the subducting
cent studies have shown that there is substantial continental
slab induces a regional flow. As this mantle descendswith
generation of heat in Japan and with its inclusion one can
the slab, it heats the slab and is correspondinglycooled.
satisfy the surface heat flow with low shear stresseson the
The extent to which this cooling extends into the mantle
thrust zone [Nagao and Uyeda,1989; Furukawaand Uyeda,
increaseswith depth into the mantle. This is like a bound-

19891
.
ary layer, and its thickness
is aboutv/-•, or equivalently,
The calculationof Hsui et al. [1983]couldnot be conclu-

sive for three reasons. First, a thermal boundary condition
needed to be prescribedat the slab mantle interface. In one
case the temperature at this interface was prescribed and
hence could not be evaluated, while in the second case
zero heat flux condition was applied at the interface, which
is obviously incorrect, and only an approximation, as Hsui

et al. [198S]themselves
discuss.Second,(as they alsodiscuss)their grid spacingis insufficientto resolvethe actual
temperature at the interface and in the neighboringmantle
wedge. Third, the conclusionthat the potential melting is
located 100 km below the volcanic front in their model is di-

V/n:r/vp,
where
t istime,xisdistance
down
along
theslab

and vp is the plate velocity.
The boundarylayer is thinnestwithin 10 km of the wedge
corner. This initial thicknessof the thermal boundarylayer
in the mantle occursat the point where the flow is largely
perpendicularto the slab before it begins to descendparallel to the slab. Assuming that this thicknessis a balance
between horizontal

advection into the corner and horizontal

conductioninto the slab we get that

v•or/ox= n02T/Oy
2

(1)

rectly related to their assumptionthat the rigid lithosphere If we assumed, unreasonably, that v• is constant and equal
of the overriding plate is 100 km thick. This choiceof thick- to the plate velocity(• 7 cm/yr), all the way to the slab
nessis open to question; in this study we favor a thickness surface, then the initial thickness is estimated to be around

of 40 km. Honda[1985]addressed
many of the aboveprob-

500 m. It is more reasonable

lems but posedthe answerin the form of a question, that is,
the mantle temperature below the Japan Sea is 1400øC, and
how is the Japan Sea this hot? Honda could not answer this
question, since the area he modeledis quite small, lessthan
200 km in depth, and beliesthe fact that the wedgetemperature really comesfrom satisfyingthe petrologicconstraint

velocity decreasesas it approachesthe slab. If we assume
that it decreaseslinearly from the plate velocity to zero over
5 km, then we find that an estimate of the thickness of the
thermal boundary layer is ,•, 5 km.
It is found that the temperature at the interface of two
blocks at different temperatures remains virtually constant

to assume that the normal

flow

of Tatsumiet al. [1983].

as they equilibrate (at the mean temperatureof the two

This study was undertaken so as to avoid the limitations blocks[Carslawand Jaeger,1959,p. 55]). This is expanded
of the previous studies outlined above. Induced flow needs upon in Appendix A to illustrate that the temperature of the

to be consideredwith a more detailed grid such that the
resolutionproblemsof Hsui et al. [1983] and the extent
problemsof Honda [1985]are avoided. We also avoided
signingboundary conditionsto the slab mantle interface by
placing the slab in the middle of a grid so that the side
boundary conditions did not involve the slab.
We will show, using finite element numerical models and
analytic models, that it is difficult to heat up the slab mantle interfaceand hencethat the subductingplate is unlikely

to be the major sourceof the subductionzonemagmas.We
go further than standard interpretations of comparingthermal models to phase diagrams by taking into account the
dynamicsof the mantle wedge. This leads us to propose
mechanism for the lateral transport of water out into the

slab mantle interfacein the "magiccorner"[Marsh, 1979],
where the flow is impinging on the slab, is very similar to
the mean of the temperature of the impinging flow and the
coldest temperature in the subducting plate. This is the
background to the primary result of the paper: since the
flow perpendicular to the slab must decreaseto zero at the
slab surface, the thermal effect of induced flow at the slab
surface is much reduced.

A more complete analytic solution suggestedto us by A.

Howardand B. Hager (personalcommunication,1985), for
the part of the problem where the wedge flow is parallel
to the slab surface is also presented in Appendix A. This
more complete analytic solution shows us that the thickness of the boundary layer is inversely proportional to the
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plate
width
anddemonstrates
theV/•z/vpbehavior.
Inthis
model, the interface temperature is also closeto the mean
of the appropriate mantle and slab temperatures. Of course
the interface temperature will vary with depth, since the
mantle and slab temperatures increase at different rates as
a function of depth.
3. NUMERICAL

MODEL

The temperaturefield wasmodeledusinga finite element
convectioncode. The grid used for the 60ø dipping slab,

together with the location of the plates and the thermal
boundary conditionsis shownin Figure 2. A similar but
evenfiner resolutiongrid was usedfor the 30ø dipping slab.
Usingsucha grid had two advantagesover a finite difference
grid. First, it was easyto implementthe variablecell size
allowingcellsto rangefrom • 3 km acrossto 40 km across
(grid of 60ø model),givingus the ability to combineresolution in the regionof interesttogetherwith distant boundary

Beforeintroducingthe method we will briefly discussthe
framework envisagedfor the numerical model. Since dyconditionssuchthat the regionof interest wasinsensitiveto
namic modelingof subductionis in its infancy [Gurnis,
the particular boundary conditions. Second,it allowedus
1989], we have used the more robust kinematicmodeling
of the flow of the slab and the surrounding wedge. Since
we are restricting our attention to potential sourceregions
for subduction zone magmas, we attempt to model accurately only the thermal field of the subductionzone closeto
the wedgecorner down to a depth of around 150 km. The
model outside this region does not require great care. Provided the regionof interest is largely insensitiveto the exact
choicesat the model periphery, we do not care which choice
is made. In particular we take no account for the details of
the fate of the slab, or local sourcesof thermal buoyancy.
The insensitivity of the thermal field to the fate of the slab
was demonstratedfor a spreading and penetrating slab by

to have the slab interface be fiat rather than stepped as it
would be with a rectangular grid.
The following equationswere solved:

The equationfor the conservation
of mass(i.e., equation
of continuity),
=o
where v is velocity.

The equationfor the conservation
of momentum(i.e.,
StokesEquation)

VP = V. (•Vv) + Apg•.

(3)

running two appropriate700 km depth box models.
At a larger distancefrom the corner and over larger time
scalesthe global convectionis significant. Suggestionsfor

where P = p-pgz, where p is the total pressureand z is the
depth below the surface,•/is viscosity,Ap is deviation in
density, g is the accelerationof gravity, and •. is the unit

this can be seen in the three-dimensional, internally heated,

vector directed towards the Earth's

center.

The above two

convectioncalculationsof Bercoviciet al. [1989](spherical equationsweresolvedby the penalty parameterformulation
geometry)and Houseman[1988](Cartesiangeometry).On suchthat (1) wasautomatically
satisfied
to 10-e, andno

long time scales,the global flow might be sufficientlychaotic
to clear the wedge of infertile material. Also, the global
flow is critical in adjusting the local deformation and the
global plate velocitiesto give approximately constantlocal

boundary conditions are required on the pressure. For de-

tails, seeHugheset al. [1979].The equationfor conservation
of energy(i.e., the heat conduction-advection
equation)is

OT/Ot+ v . VT = gV2T

subductionvelocities• 7 cm/yr [Otsuki,1989].

(4)

Grid and Temperature Boundary Conditions
T=O

Linear

Error
function

gradient

gradient
T=I

T=I

T=1.14

T=1.14

Zero

Heat

Flux

Fig. 2. Finite elementgrid and the temperatureboundaryconditionsfor the 60ø slab. Note the fine grid near the regionof interest
to achievebetter resolution. The horizontal marks on the two sidescorrespondto the thicknessof the thermal lithosphere,that is,
100 kin. The base of the model is at a depth of 400 km.
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where T is temperature, t is time, and • is thermal diffusiv~
ity.
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slab boundary conditions. These are investigated in section
5 using locally prescribed body forces.
These equationsare nondimensionalizedas follows: x' =

We have used the Boussinesqapproximation[Tritton,
1977],whichignoresall variationsin densityother than as x/d, t' = nt/d2, P = rlnp'/d•. The primescorrespond
to
a body forcein the StokesEquation. One of the conditions nondimensionalizedquantities. Dropping the primes, we get
for the applicability of the Boussinesqapproximationis that

the following nondimensionalizedequations

the depthof the modelis lessthan the pressure
scaleheight;
this is not a problemfor a model 400 km deep. This leadsto
the continuityequationreducingto a requirementfor incom-

pressibility.We assumethat C'v,•, and c• are constant.We

VP = V•v + B,•

(5)

aT/at + v. VT = V•T

(6)

usedreal rather than potential temperatures; this allowedus
to comparethe resultsdirectly with phasediagrams. This is
a rather poor excusesinceconvertingfrom potential to real

whereB,• = dSApg/t•rlis the buoyancy
number,Ap is the

discovered
that variable(note that we wouldbe limited numericallyto no morethan 5 ordersof magnitudein viscosity
contrast)or constantviscositymadelittle differenceto the
flow producednear the wedgecorner,our regionof interest.
This can perhapsbe understoodbecauseusingkinematic

state). The thermallithosphereof the overridingplate was

viscositywas used. Temperaturedependentviscosityis potentially important in the Earth, but this will be effectively
implementedonly when kinematicboundary conditionsare
replacedby a dynamic system. Similarly, NewtonJanviscosity wasusedasopposedto powerlaw theology,eventhough
the high stresses
expectedsuggestthat the theologyis most

at the bottom

body force acting per unit volume, and a buoyancy number
can be defined for each dement in the grid.
temperaturesis easy.The resultingerrors(due to ignoring
The temperature boundary conditions are also illustrated
adiabaticdecompression)
from usingreal temperaturesare in Figure 2. We shall distinguish two lithospheres, first, a
small in comparisonto the uncertaintyand disagreementin thermal lithosphere, which is the Earth's thermal boundary
locating the phaseboundaries;this is also true of the other layer, and second, a mechanical lithosphere which will be
approximations mentioned.
consideredto be the rigid part of the plate on the time scale
Using the robust kinematic boundary conditions,it was of the process(of the order of 10 m.y. to achievesteady
made 100 km thick and was characterized by a linear temperature distribution. The thermal lithosphere of the subducting plate was made of variable thicknessvarying from
20 to 120 km thick and was characterized by an error funcboundary conditionsrequires the slab to behave as if it has tion temperature distribution. All the figures are from modinfinite viscosity.In comparison,any other viscositycontrast els with subducting oceanic lithospheres that are • 90 km
is insignificant. Or restated, the primary influenceof vari- thick. The sides of the box below the thermal lithosphere
able viscosityis expectedat the cold boundaries,but these were given a linear temperature profile correspondingto an
regionsare also velocity boundary layers, and the velocities adiabatic gradient increasingfrom T = 1 at the base of the
in theseregionsare dominatedby the boundary conditions thermal lithosphere to T = 1.14 at the bottom of the box
and are lesssensitiveto the viscosity.As a result, constant (modeledto be 400 km). The thermalboundarycondition

probably nonlinear, at least near the corner. For a discussion of power law theology corner flow, see Tovish et al.

[1978].Note if the plate is mechanicallydecoupledfrom the
mantle wedge the kinematic boundary conditionsno longer
control the flow far away from the slab; hence in this case
the theology of the wedgewill be important if there are local
sourcesof buoyancy.
Since in our formulation the density and viscosity are independent of temperature, the solution of the flow and temperature field are decoupled. The flow need only be solved
once, and only the energy equation needs to be advanced
through time, leading to computational savings. Hence we

was one of zero heat flux.

The velocity boundary conditionsare illustrated in Figure
3. Note that the boundary conditions on the edgesof the
wedgeare zero normal stress,implying that the derivative of
the velocity in the direction normal to the boundary is zero.
This gives a velocity field in the wedgecorner very similar

to the cornerflowsolutionfoundby Batchelor[1967]for an
infinite wedge. Note the descendingslab is prescribedby
the kinematic boundary conditionsas a nonmigrating slab
dipping uniformly at 60ø or 30ø. We modeled different local
subduction

velocities.

For the moment

we shall assume that

only relative velocities are important. We combine global

flow, trenchmigration,and internal plate deformation(e.g.,
arc compression
or back arc spreading)and consideronly
the resultinglocal normal (that is, we ignore components
of the subductionvelocityalongstrike) subductionvelocity.
Wdowinskiet al. [1989]have modeledthe deformationin
the overriding plate as the responseof a viscousmechanical

have forcedconvectionrather than free convection.Using lithosphereto an applied horizontal force and shear tractions
kinematic boundary conditionsmakesit difficult to evaluate from the underlyingcornerflow. The resultingmodification
the proportionof the globalthermal buoyancythat hasbeen of the corner flow is weak.
accountedfor with the kinematic velocity boundary condi-

tions. It is expectedthat the flow resultingfrom the smooth
large-scaletemperature variationsare wall accountedfor by
the boundary conditions, while the temperature variations
whoseflow generationare unaccountedfor, will lead to only
minor, local changesto the flow. To accuratelyinclude the
effectsof thermal buoyancy,one will need a dynamic model
with temperature dependentviscosity.By contrast, it is felt

It was demonstrated

that

the boundaries

of the model

were far enoughaway by running experimentswith altered
boundaryconditions.In one experimentthe velocity boundary conditions along the side were made vertical and hodzontal rather than the stressfree boundary conditions. In
another the zero heat flux boundary condition at the base
of the box was replacedby a constanttemperatureboundary condition. It was found that neither made a difference to

that largelocal compositional
differences
(e.g., due to the the temperatureof the slabor wedgecornerdownto 200 km
presenceof melt and residue)can lead to substantiallocal depth. As a corollary one shouldnot interpret the thermal
flow variations, especiallyaway from the forced flow of the

field close to the base or sides of the box.
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Velocity BoundaryConditions
Fixed Constant Velocity

Zero Velocity (Pinned)

iiiii//

o
z
o

N

ZeroNormal J

ZeroNormal

Stress

Stress

Fig. 3. Velocity boundaryconditions. The circlescorrespondto fixed zero velocityboundaryconditions. The side and bottom
boundaries have zero normal stress boundary conditions.

depth, while abovethe Debye temperature, the specificheat
capacity is largely constant. The relevant diffusivity is that
by advection, the exact shape is not critical to the global of the slab and mantle wedgein the thermal boundarylayer
temperature field but would be important for temperature where conduction is important. Since it is cold here, we
locally in regions where the slab shape is curved. Spence estimate that the net result is a thermal diffusivity largely
[1989]showsthat the slab dip below • 30 km is approx- unchanged compared to the value at the surface. We use
imately uniform through 100 km depth to at least m 200 n = 10-e m2 s-a. The uncertaintyin the estimateof n
km depth. Isack8and Barazangi[1977]find that dips vary translatesinto a correspondinguncertainty in the estimate
downdip but are largely constant at 100 km. Down to m of the real plate velocity. We conservativelyestimate that
n couldrangefrom0.8x10-e to 1.2 x10-• m2
30 km depths the dip is shallow, m 10ø; this leads to more the applicable
heating of the downgoinglithospherecomparedto our model s-a. Thistranslates
to percentage
uncertainties
in modeled
and equally a stronger cooling of the overriding lithosphere. velocitiesof up to 20%.
Since the overriding lithosphere is cold at these depths and
The rigid lithosphereis taken to be 40 km thick. It is
is made colder by the underthrusting slab, this effect is min- arbitrary, but we believe that it is the most representative
The issue of slab shape is not fully addressedhere, but

because

the flow is laminar

and

most

of the heat

flow is

imal. This is illustratedin the work of Sydoraet al. [1978].

choice that we could make.

Since some workers have selected

The effect of geometry of subduction path was also consid- rigid lithospheresto be equivalentto thermal lithospheresat
ered by Furlong et al. [1982], but only the thermal field • 100 km, we outline five lines of reasoningthat motivate
of the slab was evaluated; the wedge was effectively a sta- our choice. Provided the thicknessis less than • 80 km, this
tionary hot bath like the zeroth-order model of McKenzie choice changesonly the details rather than the qualitative
behavior of the model. Hence the following paragraph can
The continental plate in our model was stationary, while be ignored provided you are willing to accept that the rigid
the downgoingplate had a constant velocity, varying from lithosphere beneath the volcanic front is less than • 80 km

1.8 to 9 cm/yr. In estimatingwhat real velocitycorresponds
to the nondimensional model velocity, one needsto know the

and > 10 km.

Given that the time scale for the wedge to reach steady

applicablediffusivityof the model,sincev = v•n/d. It has state is of the order of 5 m.y. the relevant transition visbeen found that thermal conductivity decreasesappreciably cosityfromelasticto viscousbehavior(for a Maxwellbody)
with temperature but increaseswith pressure;as pressure is ,,• 1024Pa s. Givenourhigh-stress
regime,thissuggests
increases,radiative transfer makes an increasingcontribu-

o

o

a critical isotherm of 600 -700 C. Before cooling by subtion. Fujisawaet al. [1968]found that the diffusivityof duction, it is not unreasonablefor this geotherm to be at
forsterireat 3 GPa and 825øCwas9.4x10-z m2 s-z, and a depth of 40-50 km, for old overriding lithospheres. Note
10.3x10-? m2 s-a for 725øC.Densityincreases
slowlywith that for midplate oceanic lithosphere at low strain rates,
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erties controlling ablation and delamination are poorly understood. Most probably this mechanical boundary layer is
[1983]suggest
700øCfor old oceanic
lithosphere.Second, thinnest beneath the volcanic arc and is the explanation for
giventhe expectedhigh temperatures
from the high heat the general high heat flow there. The occasionallyexcepflow and the relatively high stressesdue to the cornerflow, tionally high heat flow in the volcanic arc is probably the
oneexpectsthis regionto undergosomedegreeof ablation result of heat advection by magma and water. Experiments
[Andrews
andSleep,1974;BodriandBodri,1978].In the were made with thickening rigid lithospheresaway from the
caseof oceaniclithospherecrossinga hotspot, it is found wedge and also appreciable but local ablation in the wedge
that the lithospherethins rapidly to the thicknessof 24 m.y. corner. It was discoveredthat the resulting changesin the
old oceaniclithosphere,that is, m 45 km [Crough,1978;De- thermal field were minimal in potential sourceregions. Since
trick and Crough,1978;Ufoughand Thompson,
1976].This no thermal buoyancy is evaluated other than that inherent
resultingthickness
seemsto be independent
of the original in the kinematic boundary condition, the possible effect of
plate age,the velocityof the movingplate,or the strength sidewall coolingin a narrow rift below the volcanic arc is not

Bergmanand Solomon[1984]suggestfrom seismicitythat

the critical isotherm is at m 800øC, while Wiens and Stein

of the hotspotinvolved.The rate of thinningrequiresad-

allowedto develop;hencethe effectsof Mutter et al. [1988]

vection(delamination
or ablation),whilethe constantre- were not observed.These might be impo.rtant locally.
In the thermal model there are no explicit heat sourcesor
suitingthicknesssuggests
that it is controlledby material

theologicalpropertiesthat are independentof temperature. heat sinks. Rough estimates of the magnitude of potential
Third, the flexuralthickness
of oceaniclithospherebelowis- heat sources and sinks are made in Table 1. The estimates
land arcsrangesfrom 10 to 35 km, for loadsof the orderof 1 applicable to the wedge have been evaluated for a radius of

m.y. [Bodineet al., 1981].It is unlikelythat thethickness
of 150 km from the apex of the wedge corner, for a slab subthe rigid lithosphereis lessthan the flexuralthickness,but ducting at 45ø. The most dramatic observationis that the

it could be similar. Fourth, island arc crust rangesfrom 5

to 35 km; this suggests
that crustis stabledownto at least
this depthand henceis probablya lowerboundon the thicknessof the rigid lithosphere.Our 40 km modelwill not be
suitablefor attemptingto modelthoseregionsof the Andes
wherethe crustis estimatedto be up to 70 km thick [James,
1971].A modelwith a thickermechanical
lithosphere
would
lead to a coolerwedgeand lessmelting, asis observedin the
regionsof thickcrust[PlankandLangmuir,1988].Fifth, the
transition from elastic to ductile behavior ends at a depth

of 60 km in the thrust zone(as definedby the extentof the
rupturezoneof thrustearthquakes)
[Astizet al., 1988];this

advectionof cold by the subductingslab is the biggesteffect.
This leads to large gradients acrossthe slab mantle boundary, and hence conduction of heat into the lithospheresis the
major heat sink from the wedge. Therefore the first-order
thermal field of the wedgewill be dominated by its contribution. It is balanced by the advection of heat by the induced
flow. Given our limited understandingof other components
of the model, suchas melting, the subductionzonerheology,
and phase diagrams, it is appropriate to ignore these other
sourcesand sinks presently. Note that the frictional heating
is outside the wedgeand most of it heats up the underlying
cold slab. We have not estimated viscousdissipation, but we

can be consideredan upper bound. More direct estimates note that it is unlikely to be the dominant mechanism since

of the extentof rupturein theAndesby TichelaarandRuff dissipation
increases
the temperature,
whichleadsto a low-

[1989]givedepthranges
of 40-50km. Fromthe combina-eringoftheviscosity
andhence
reduced
dissipation.
Melting
tion of the abovearguments
we believethat a thickness
of
40 km is most probablya reasonable
choice. All workers
interested
in proposing
a reversal
in flowdirectionhaverequiredthe mechanical
lithosphere
to be, at most,50 km

alsohasa negativefeedback;
moremeltingcoolsthe system
until the rate of meltingstopsincreasing.Note that the estimateof energyconsumed
by dehydration
is similarto the
heatof hydration.Hencesomeof thesources
andsinksthat

thick[PlankandLangmuir,
1988;Ida, 1983a,
b, 1987;Nye weareignoring
will partiallycounteract
eachother.
andReid,1986].We notethat Honda[1985]argued
from An effectthat is not directlyaddressed
in thismodelis
heat flowconstraints
and the lackof seismicityobserved
in the advection
of heatby fluidcomponents,
for example,H20
the mantlethat the mechanical
lithospherein Japanwas and melt. Water or melt from the slabis coolerthan the
the samethickness
asthe crust,that is, 30 km thick. Simi- wedge,whilemelt fromeitherslabor mantleis hotterthan

larly,Thatcher
et al. [1980]
modeled
therelaxation
followingthe overlying
lithosphere;
hencefluidadvection
couldheat
the Riku-uearthquake
of 1896usinga 30 km thick elastic
plateon a viscoelastic
asthenosphere
of viscosity
of 1019Pa
s. The thicknessof the rigid lithospherein our modelwas
keptconstantawayfrom the corner,sincethe materialpropTABLE

or cool. Estimatesof heat advectionby H20 have been
madeby Peacock
[1987],andhe showsthat onewouldneed
very large volumesof water for this to be a major effect.
Similarly, Honda [1985]made an estimateof the melt flux

1. Heat

Sources

Power per Meter

Along Strike

HeatSource/Sink
Advection by the slab
Conduction into slab

Wm-•
-5 x10•
-3 x 104

Frictionalheating

+ 103

Melting

- 10s

Comments
100 km thick slab, 800øC deficit
900øC drop in 25 km
Average a = 10 MPa

SubductionZone Volcanicsaddition 1 km3 yr -1
40 wt % hydrous minerals over 2 km
Dehydrationand
- 10s
AH = 105J/(kgof hydratedcrust)
hydration
+103
Q = 8x10 -•2 Wm-S
Radioactivityin mantlewedge +2 x 102
Sourceof AH for dehydrationis from Andersonet aL [1976].We haveassumedthe samevaluefor hydration;it is

probably good to within 50%.
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required to explain the heat flux deficiencythat his model
had at the arc. He requireda melt flux of 0.05 cm/yr and
hence a ratio of intrusives to extrusives of 20:1; this is on

the high sideof all current estimates.If insteadwe assumea
thermal pipe modelsuchas that of Turcotte[!989], then we
find that a melt flux of 0.0 5 cm/yr givesan excessheat flux

seismicdiscontinuityassumingit has been correctly equated
with the olivine-spinelphasechange. The depth of this discontinuity can be resolvedseismicallyonly to -4-10 km, and

its Clausius-Clapeyron
slopeis 0.4 MPa/km; henceJeanloz
and Thompson
[1983]couldonly estimatea temperatureof
1425ø -4-300øCfor this phasechange. Of coursethe variabil-

estimateof 60 mW m-e, but the heatingof the intervening ity in the depth of this discontinuitycould equally be of this
material would be negligible. We suggestthat advectionof order, and hence the upper bounds on lateral temperature
heat playsa minorrolein changingthe thermalfieldglobally, variations at this depth are of the order of -4-300øC. Other
thoughit is acceptedthat channelledflowscouldhavea large workershave preferred to place the discontinuity at 1500øC
effect locally.
or 1600øC when modeling its seismicjump from mineral
Since we have few constraints

on the initial

conditions

of subduction, it was decided to concentrate on the steady
state thermal regime of the subductionzone. Hence an implicit convectioncodewas used,allowingfaster convergence
to steady state. The model practically achievessteady state
in < 10 m.y.. If the wedgewas purely rigid, and all the heat
flow was by conduction,it would take hundredsof millions
of years to reach steady state. Later it was discoveredthat
some mechanismsdo not work at steady state but could
work in a periodic cycle. An explicit time dependent code
was then used to model these situations, taking the results
of steady state calculationsas the initial temperature conditions.

Before comparing the model with phase diagrams, we

physics[Andersonand Bass,1986; Weidnerand Ito, 1987].
We assumethat the temperature in the mantle, away from
the slab, is 1325øC at a depth of 100 km, and 1500øC at a
depth of 400 km.
4. MODEL

P•SULTS

AND [NTERPP•ETATION

We shall considerthe effectsof two sourcesof buoyancy
on the dynamics.They are the long-wavelengthcomponent
of the temperaturevariation, which givesthe descentof the
slab seen in the seismicity,and the buoyancydue to the

differentiation
(melt and residue),to form subductionzone
magmas. We shall first include only the slab-induced regional flow. This is discussedin section 4.1. Then we shall

need to dimensionalize the temperature. An estimate of alsoinclude the potential effectsof buoyancyas a result of
me]ting,leadingto local changesin the flow. This buoyancy
the temperature below the lithospherecan be made assum-

ing that the potential temperature below the lithosphereis can potentially give a local reversalin the mantle wedge
flow; this is discussedin section 5.
largely constantand that it explainsthe relatively constant

thicknessof oceaniccrust. McKenzieand Bickle[1988],applying this assumption,usedexperimental melting data and
inferred a temperatureof 1325øCbelowa 100 km thick litho-

4.1. Slab-Induced

Corner Flow

Resultsof thermalmodels. Usingthe abovemethodolsphere.Usingan estimateof 0.6øCkm-• for the adiabatic ogy,we ran a seriesof numericalexperimentsusingmodelsin
gradient, onegetsan estimateof 1500øCat 400 km. The dry
solidusof peridotite at 100 km depth is 1400øC, and there

whichthe mantleflowwasprescribedby the kinematicplate
flow and therewereno intrinsicsourcesof buoyancy,that is
is little evidence away from mid-ocean ridge for extensive B,• -- 0 everywhere.Two grids were considered,one with
melting;seeSato et al. [1988b,c]. Anotherreasonable
con- the subductingslab dippingat 30ø and the other with the
straint is the conditionsfor the phasechangeof the 400 km slabdippingat 60ø. Thesemodelsweresetup to addressthe

Velocity Field

0krn
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_

Fig. 4. Plotofvelocityfield.Thedescen•ng
slab(•e sha•ng,downto right)andoverlongme•c•
Hthosphere
(co•e sha•ng,
downto left) •e shadedwith•agon• fines.The velocityh• beeninte•olatedfromthe•even spaced
•id of thec•c•ation to •
even •id for clever presentation.
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questionof whether an extreme induced corner flow could
melt the slab and if any other regionscould be made to melt.
For thesemodelsthe geometryof the streamlinesis independent of the magnitudeof the slab velocityprovidedwe have
the same dip, no thermal or intrinsic buoyancyforces,and a '•
linear constant viscosity. Hence the velocity plot in Figure 4
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illustrates the flow field for all the 60ø models in this section,

that is the velocity field only varies by a scaling from one
model to another.

,•-

lO

The results of the 60ø dipping slab at three subduction

velocities,1.8, 4.5, and 9 cm/yr, are presentedin Figure
5. The thermal

models are sensitive to subduction

veloci-

ties. It is found that lower subduction velocitiesimply much

coolermantlewedgeswith muchthickerslab/wedgethermal
boundarylayers. Similarly, the slab interiors are hotter. It
is found that for a plate velocityof 1.8 cm/yr the wedge
corner(seeFigure1) is not hotterthan 800øC!
Varyingthe other input parametershad the followingeffects: shallowerdips lead to similar thicknessslab/wedge

600

800

1000

1200

, o

1400

Temperature(øC)

Fig. 6. Phasediagram of solidi in the peridotire (P) and basalt
(B) systems. Included are excesswater, wet (W), arnphibolebuffered (A), and dry (D) solidi from 0 to 30 kbar. Also we
have AmP and AraB, whichare the subsolidus
breakdown(dehydration) curvesfor amphibolesin the peridotire and basalt sys-

thermal boundary layers, bringing these boundary layers tem, respectively. The figure is a compromisebetween data based

on B VTP [1981],the work of Wyllie and coworkerscompiledby
W•llie[1979]and that of Greenand coworkerscompiledby Green
[1973].

0 km

closerto the cold upper lithosphere. This tends to squeeze

1400

400

out the hot tongueof mantlewedgethat headstowardsthe
apex of the wedgecorner, and thereforewe get marginally
coolermantle wedges.In the limit of very low dips there is
no hot tongueof mantlewedge;this possiblyexplainswhy
there is no magmatismaboveslabswith dips <• 20ø (e.g.,
certain regionsof Andes). Also, it is found that the surface of the oceaniccrust has higher temperaturesat shal-

km

lower dips. A thicker mechanical lithosphere leads to the
isothermsbeing pusheddeeper, but relative to the mechan-

0 km

ical lithospherethey are shallowerand the wedgeis hotter.

-; ...............................................................
Similarly, the interior and surfaceof the slab are alsoslightly

, 1200.
1400
•'••/
1400 ••
400

hotter. Varying the thickness(or, equivalently,the age) of
the subductingoceanicplate had virtually no effect on the
temperature in the mantle wedge, while thinner, younger,
hotter slabsheatedup more and as a consequence
had higher
temperaturesat their interfacewith the mantle wedge.
Plete Velocity = 4.5 cm/yr

km

Phasediagrams.In Figure 6 we illustrate the dry (D),
wet (W), and amphibole-buffered
(A) solidi in both the
basalt (B) and peridotire(P) systems,for exampleAP is
the amphibole-bufferedsolidusin the peridotire system. We
also present the dehydration curves of amphibolesin both

the peridotire(AMP) and the basaltsystem(AmB); these

0 km

400

are just subsoliduscontinuationsof the amphibole-buffered
solidi. The amphibole-bufferedsolidusis at a higher temperaturethan the wet solidus(free water) when amphibole
is stable above the wet solidus. Note that the amphibolebufferedsolidusis for a rock that is perfectly dry. The curves
are a synthesisof the work of Wyllie and his coworkers,com-

-

c)

400

km

cm/yr

piled by W•lllie[1979],Green and his coworkers,compiled
by Green[1973],and other work collectedby the Basaltic
VolcanismStudy Project B VTP [1981].An indicationof the
uncertainty can be obtained by noting that the AP solidus
at 2.5 GPa is placed at 1050øCby Wyllie and at 1150øC by
Green. The largest discrepancyaway from the curvespre-

Fig. 5. Contoursof thermalfield at differentrelativenormal
subduction
velocities:(a) 1.8 cm/yr, (b) 4.5 cm/yr, and (c) 9.0
cm/yr. The coarser
shading
is themecha•-•ical
overriding
lithosphere,while the finely shadedarea is the descending
oce•-•ic
lithosphere.The heavycontourcorresponds
to $00øC,and the

sentedwasthe workof M•lsenandBoettcher[1975]
that sug-

tion velocity leads to hotter wedges.

at 3 GPa. Green[1976]suggests
that M•lsenand Boettcher

contoursare spaced200øCapart. Note that the highersubduc- gestedthat the WP soliduswas closerto 800øC than 1000øC
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[1975] had misinterpretedglassydepositsfrom the vapor to highertemperaturesat pressures
below2.2 GPa [Falloon
and Green,1990; Wyllie,1979].Above2.2 GPa its influence
son [1978]theoreticallycalculatedthe stability of hydrous is different sinceit is bufferedby stable carbonates,but gen-

phase a• glass quenched from liquid. Delaney and Helge-

phases in a subduction zone. Their calculations are of lim- erally the solidusis not too different from the WP solidus.
ited use though, since they did not considerthe amphibo!e We suggestthough that CO2 is not a significantvolatile in
pargasite hornblende, which is the hydrous phase expected this tectonic environment for the following reasons. First,

that the amountof CO• in fumarolesis
from experimentalwork [e.g., Green,1973]. Olafssonand Gill [1981]suggests
Egglet[1983]foundthat amphibolebecameunstableat 2.3 low, although this direct observationis questionedby some
GPa in peridotire, as opposedto 3 GPa of Green[1973] petrologists,notably Barneset al. [1988].Second,it is unwhich we assume for our discussion. The system of Olaf-

certs.inhow much calcite is subducted, but it seemsprobable

ssonand Egglet[1983]had CO2 a• well as H20. Wallace that calcite will remain stable and survive until deep into the
and Green[1988] also lookedat a peridotiresystemwith mantle [Huanget al., 1980];the influenceof other minerals
and water should be investigatedin confirming the relative
stability of calcite. There is no equivalent to hydrotherGPa while the amphibole remained stable. If the result of mal circulation, though there is hydrothermal carbonation
Olafssonand Eggler[1983]is applicable,then the initiation largely as a result of the precipitation of calcite. Little of the
of melting would be shallower and quantitative predictions seafloorsedimentscontaininglimestoneetc. are expectedto
of our model would be changed. Their resultscould be im- proceeddown the thrust zone past the accretionary prism.
portant if COe makes up more than 10% of the volatiles
Very little melting is expectedat the wet solidussincewe
and if NaeO is available for the clinopyroxene. There is havelittle free water, but at the temperaturecorresponding
some variability in the stability estimates of amphiboles in to the amphibole-bufferedsoliduswe can expect of the orperidotire, and hence the behavior assumedfor the present der of 10% melting[Green,1972].The degreeof meltingis
model might need to be adjusted in light of improved un- a function of both the amount of free water and the temperderstanding. Qualitatively though, the proposedbehavior ature. At temperaturesjust below the amphibole-buffered
soliduseven small amountsof water will produceappreciaof the systemshould be unchanged.
The phase diagrams should be considered with a little ble melting, but when the amount of free water is as small
irrelevant.Therefore
weexpect
caution, since the early experiments were frequently done as• 10-4 , thisispractically
at uncertain oxygen fugacities and all sufferedproblems of the relevantsolidus(whereappreciable
meltis produced)to
CO• and found that amphibole was stable to •

but that a carbonate-rich

melt was formed

between

3.2 GPa
2 and 3

solidus.Notice that at high presiron interactionwith containers(lossto noblemetals,gain be the amphibole-buffered
from iron, reductionby graphite). Oxygenfugacityis now suresand very low pressuresthe amphibole-bufferedsolidus
regularly controlled, while the container problem is circum- intersectswith the wet solidus(i.e., in regionswhereamphiventedby the "sandwichtechnique"[Stolper,1980;Falloon boleis unstable). Sincewe ignorethe latent heat of fusion
et al., 1988]. We shall have to wait and seeif thesewere in our thermal models, an allowancecan be made by consignificant problems. Since our dimensionalizationof tem- sideringthe effectivetemperaturefor melting to be higher
perature (discussed
above)is alsobasedon similarexperi- (e.g.,around40øChigherfor 10%degreeof melting).
Interpretation of resultsof thermal models.The lines for
mentsvia McKenzie and Bickle[1988],this effectmight be
melting, and wet
minimized. The presenceof CO• generally movesthe solidi stability of amphibole,amphibole-buffered
0km

4O km

400km

Fig. 7a Thermalfield of 60ø dippingslabwith relativesubductionvelocityof 7.2 cm/yr. The heavycontourcorresponds
to 800øC,
and the contoursare spaced200øCapart. The linesof squaresmark the breakdownlimit of amphibolein basalt (AmB) and in the
wedge(AMP). The line of diamondsrepresents
meltingwith the excesswater (WP), whilethe line of circlesmarkswhereamphibole
is consumedby the melting (AP).
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Fig.7bIdentical
•oFi•e 7awi•hou•
•hephase
•agr• •nesandshowing
•hewhole
model.
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Fig. 7 c As Figure 7e but,for a 30ø dippingslab.
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Fig. 7d As Figure7b but for a 30ø dippingslab.

meltingfrom Figure6 are interpretedin Figures7a and 7c.
Figures7b and 7d illustratethe wholethermMmodelsfrom
whichthe abovefiguresare taken. These are very complicatedlookingfiguressincethey are not only attemptingto
conveythe thermal field by contoursand the interpreted

phaseboundaries
but alsoare showing
the velocityfield.
Thesefiguresshouldbe understood
in stages.First, we
shallonlyconsider
thephaseboundaries
interpreted
onthe
crosssection.Notice that at low temperaturesthe stability

curves
of amphibole
in bothperidotire
(AmP• 2.9 GPa)
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and basalt(AmB • 2.4 GPa) are horizontal,and thesere- exhibit the rare Earth elementsignatureof the presenceof
actions occur at nearly constant depth. Hence the line at residualgarnetin the sourcesincenearlyall (or all) the gara depth of • 100 km in the wedge and a depth of • 80

net is consumedin the extensivemelting. They proposethat
the melts cannot segregate,and thus due to the presenceof
depth of amphibole stability in these different bulk com- melt the quartz eclogite becomesdiapirically unstable at
positions. The vertical curve in the wedge, which turns hor- 20% degreeof melting. The resultingdiapir then continues
izontal at a depth of around 70-80 kin, correspondsto the to heat up during its rise through the mantle wedge unamphibole-buffered
solidusof peridotire(AP). We havenot til the degreeof melting reaches50%, at which point the
drawn its continuation beyond the depth where amphiboles melts can segregateby repackingof the solid. Following
are unstable in the mantle, since by definition amphiboli- Brophyand Marsh [1986],a reasonablephasediagramfor
tized peridotire no longer exists. The other vertical curve suchhigh degrees
of melting(20-50%) is that of anhydrous
in the wedge which turns horizontal at an even shallower high-aluminaquartz tholeiite(giventhat the water content
depth (50-60 km) is the wet peridotiresolidus,that is, the of high-aluminabasaltis • 1%). This phasediagramsugkm in the oceanic crust of the slab mark

the maximum

water-saturatedsolidus(WP). The point wherethe curves gests temperatures • 1300øC at 2 GPa and • 1350øC at
meet marks the point where the amphibole-bufferedperi- 3GPa for 20% melting. Our thermal model doesnot allow
dotire solidus and the amphibole stability curve intersect suchtemperatures;thereforein generalthe diapiricinstabilwith the water-saturated
solidus. Provided sufficient water
ity that they proposecannotbe initiated. Henceit is only
is presentto amphibolitizethe mantle, peridotire will melt
everywhere below the AP line, that is, it is the distribution
of water that localizesthe melting. The temperaturesare
dimensionalizedassumingthat T = 1.0 equals1325øCat a
depth of 100 km on the sideof the overridingplate. Figures
7a and b are for a 60ø dipping slab while Figures 7 c and
d are for a 30ø dipping slab. From the Figures 7a and c
one can see that we achieve sufficient temperatures at the

by ridge subductionthat the required temperatures could
be achieved.

4.2. Water Transport Mechanism

From Figures 7a-7d it can be seen that andesitescannot

be generatedby extensive(50 wt %) melting of the slab,
which requirestemperatures in excessof 1250øC. Further if

we entertainthe mechanism
of Brophyand Marsh [1986]for

appropriatepressuresto (1) dehydrateamphibolesin the
subductedoceaniccrust,(2) melt the mantleif it is amphi- me]ting the oceaniccrust, it can alsobe ruled out on thermal
in the previousparagraph.Melting of
bolitizedand definitelyif it is wet, (3) dehydrateamphibole groundsas discussed
in the mantleat 100 km, but (4) not to melt an amphiboli- the continentalor the arc crust might be feasibleif they
tized slab. Extensivemelting of the slab will be evenharder
in the Earth sincewe haveignoredthe endothermicbehavior
of slab dehydration.
Since the dehydration of amphibole in the mantle occurs at • 100 km and the slab's thermal boundary layer
is thin at this depth, Tatsumi[1989]arguesmeltinginitiates

extend down to where the isotherms are •

1000øC. How-

ever, there is no petro]ogicalevidencethat the bulk of the
extruded basalts and andesiresare recycled crust. Also it

wouldbe impossibleto start an island arc by melting arc
crust! It is arguedthat the crustmeltsin the Andes[Hil.
drethandMoorbath,1988],but it is considered
a secondary

very close to the slab surface due to released water lower- responseto melts rising from a deeper primary source. It
ing the solidus,and that the resultingmelts rise vertically. is seen from the thermal field that if there were no volatiles
This is his explanationfor the nearly constantdepth of the present,the only other way melt couldbe producedin this
Wadati-Benioff
zonebelowthe volcanicfront (1244-38km model is for the mantle to be very hot and for there to be

[Gill, 1981];1124-19km
[Tatsumi,1986]).Belowwediscuss
a some melt everywhere. There is no evidence for extensive
distinctvariationinvolvingtwo novelideas,the first involves
lateral transport of water into the wedgeand the secondinvolvesthe focusingof melt towardsthe wedgecornerdue
to the propagationdirectionof cracks. They lead to similar
depths of the underlying plate below the volcanicfront but
suggesta slightlywider rangeand a slightincreaseat large

melting,andit is mostunlikelyto leadto the sharpvolcanic
front found in subductionzones. By elimination, the only
other possibilityis that volatilesfrom the slabmigrateinto
hot regionsof the mantle wedge,loweringthe solidusand
causingmelting.

Evidenceoj• water in subduction
zones.We haveargued

dips as observed.

from our thermal modelsthat the presenceof lavasat island
The actualtemperatureat the slabsurface,as expected, arcscan be explainedonly if water lowersthe wedgesolidus.
is largelyindependent
of velocityanddip. The slabheatsup A wide range of observationshints at the influence of sedslightlymoreif it is youngersothat if mechanisms
depended iments and water in subduction zones. These include •øBe
on temperature to dehydrate the hydrated minerals in the
slab it would lead to different depths of release of water
dependingon the age of the plate. There is no correlation
of either the volumeof magma productionor the depth of
the Wadati-Benioff

zone below the volcanic front with the

[Tera et al., 1986; TatsumiandIsoyama,1988],rare gas
systematics
[Staudacher
andAllegre,1988],and Pb isotope
arguments[Davidson,1987]. Lesssophisticated
but more
general observationsof subduction zone lavas indicate that

they are generallymorehydrous,frequentlyhaveamphibole
age of the subducting plate. This is consistentwith the phenocrysts,and are morelikely to be explosivethan most
critical dehydrationreactionsbeing controlledby pressure other typesof volcanics.The continuous
suitesstretching
rather than temperature,as the phasediagramssuggestfor from basaltsacrossandesitesto rhyoliteat subductionzones
axnphibolein a cold slab or wedge.
suggestthat alongthis fractionatingpath we are avoiding
Brophy and Marsh [1986] suggestthat high-alumina the low-pressureolivine-plagioclase-clinopyroxene
and the
basalts are primary melts derived from melting oceanic high-pressureolivine-clinopyroxene-orthopyroxene
thermal
crust. They suggestthat thesebasaltsare ultimately the divides. Avoiding the thermal divide could be achievedby
resultof 50%degreeof meltingand as a resultthey do not anhydrousfractionation at pressures(1 GPa and • •100
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MPa or with the presence
of water [Wgdlie,1979]. Water
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Let us considerthe water leaving the slab in a silicic melt.

lowersthe thermal stability of plagioclasemore than pyrox-

At water-saturated

ene, and of pyroxenemorethan olivine. Mineral stability
in andesites
suggest
watercontents
of 2 wt % [Gill, p.194,
1981],asdoescomparing
eruptiontemperatures
to the liquidi of andesites
[Gill, 1981,p. 64].
Ox•]gen
•ugacit• and volatilespeciation.The oxygenfugacity{fO2) of the wedgeis importantin deciding
the spe-

basalt/eclogiteat 2-3 GPa is in the range600ø-750øC.The

conditions

it is found that the solidus of

thermal model of an old oceanic plate subducting gives subsolidustemperatures at the slab-wedgeinterface. This interface is the focus of many heat sourcesand sinks that have
been ignored. These include frictional heating on the thrust
zone, advection of water up along the decollement, dehydraciation of the volatile component. If the conditions were tion, and melting. The first two couldlocally lead to tempermorereducingthan the magnetite-wustite
buffer,then CH4 ature increasesof up to 200øC. Dehydration is an endotherwouldbe the principalcomponentof any fluid present,and mic process, while if there is melting it would be limited
there would be very little, if any, water present. Subduc- by the latent heat of fusion. Therefore in a subduction zone

wherethe oceaniccrust is youngor frictional heating is high,
it
widerange.The increased
fOz couldagainreflecta hydrous is conceivablethat small volumes of very silicic, hydrous

tion zonevolcanicscommonlyshowhigh fO2, but there is a

component
from the slab. Bonatti and Michael[1989]have melts(20-30 wt % HaO) are produced.Basalticmeltshave
shownsubductionzone peridotitesto be the most depleted,

been shown to form an interconnected

network

with

olivine

while Haggert•]and Tompkins[1983]suggestedthat more [Waft and Bulau, 1979, 1982; Cooperand Kohlestedt,1982,
depletedrockshave a lower fO•. This suggeststhat the 1986]. The dihedralangleof meltsin an eclogiticassemblage
mantlewedgewith no volatileshasa low fO•. Similarly,one has not been directly measured. From the observation that
wouldexpectthe harzburgiteof the descendingslab to have there are frequently large garnet crystals, and that garnet
a low fO•. From abovewe can seemany lines of evidence seemsto be immersed in pools of melt in highly molten sys-

suggesting
a water sourcefrom the oceanicbasaltand/or tems, a suggestionhas been made that basaltic melts will
downgoing
sediments.
Watermigratingfromthe slabwould have a dihedral angle much lessthan 60ø in eclogitic assemleadto highfO2 in its neighborhood.
Mattioli et al. [1989] blages(B. E. Watson, personalcommunication,1989; M.
from a study of publishedanalysesof coexistingmineralsin Wolf, personalcommunication,1990). We thereforesuggest
spinelperidotiressuggestthat there is a large variation in
the fO2 of subductionzonevolcanicsbut that it is generally
higherthan or closeto the fayalite-quartz-magnetite
buffer.
We can understandnot only the high fOa but alsothe wide
rangediscovered
due to the varioussourcesand their varying fO2. Given a sufficientflux of volatiles,it is probable
that this flux controlsthe fOz (also suggestedby Blund•

that the melt can interconnectthrough a garnet-richeclogite slab. The melts would migrate the short distance from
their source to the slab-wedgeinterface where they must
interact with peridotite if they are to migrate through by
porous flow. To establish a porous network, the melt and
matrix must reach textural equilibrium. This will of necessity involve an approach towards chemical equilibrium. The

et al. [1991]and Ballhauset al. [19901).Giventh• above work of W•]llie et al. [1989]demonstratesthat assimilation
of peridotite by the silicic melt will cause crystallization.
As its viscosityincreasesand the melt fraction decreases,it
will stop migrating. It will assimilate more peridotite until
it is solid. The water in the melt will be incorporated into
How does the water leave the slab? We shall arrange this amphibolesin the mantle wedge. This is not too dissimilar
sectionfollowingthe path of a volumeof waterfrom the slab to the hybridization mechanismof Nicholls and Rin•lwood

estimatesof fOa, it is very likely that most H will be in
H20 while most C will be in CO2. By water we mean H20
as a vapor rather than liquid water; in fact under'mantle
conditionswater is aboveits critical point and is a fluid.

to the wedge,into melt, and through the melt to the base [1973],thoughthey conceivedof more appreciablemelting
of the lithosphere.
The miniscule volumes of water produced by dehydra-

of the slab.

Now let us considerthe migration of water from the slab
to the wedge in a silica-rich hydrous phase. There are also
sufficientlylong crack to propagatelarge distances,unless no experiments for the textural equilibrium of water in an
these small volumes of water can interconnect. Hence the eclogitic assemblage.The only experiments on the textural
mostprobablemeansof propagation,at leastinitially, is by equilibrium of water have involved olivine and quartz, and
tion of individual amphiboles will be unable to set up a

porousflow. The exactphasein whichwaterleavesthe slab weredoneby Watsonand Brenan[1987]and Watsonet al.
to enter the mantle is unknown. The thermal models above [1990]. Their work suggests
that water staysat four grain
suggest
a fluid, but unfortunately
the validityof the thermal cornersin olivineat low temperatureand low pressure(<
modelsare most questionableat the slab-mantleinterface, 1 GPa and 1000øC).We arguethat the primary factor in
as discussedbelow. Therefore we present two possibilities. decidingthe dihedral angle betweena melt or fluid and its
The first involves a silica-rich hydrous phase, while the sec- matrix is the compositionof the fluid or melt and the solid
melt.
phases. We suggestthat the behaviorof a solute-richhyWe shall show that they are expected to lead to similar drous phase will be intermediate between pure water and

ond involves a water-rich

(1 and 2
conditions. This is because silicic melts that are produced dry melt. At highertemperaturesand pressures

will be veryhydrous(•25 wt % HaO), whilethe hydrousfluids that are producedcanbe expectedto be silica-rich(•20
wt %)[Egglet,1987]. Sincetheir volumesare smallin comparisonto the total magmathey produce,it will be difficult

GPa, at 1200øC) Watsonet al. [1990]havefoundthat wa-

ter will interconnect in olivine, that is, conditions of higher
solute solubility. Following the speculation regarding the
wetting of garnetswhen discussingbasalticmelts, it is sugto differentiate between them. Geochemically, identifying gested that a water-rich fluid phase would interconnect in
the mobile phaseis important, but in identifying the spatial the slab. This would lead to rapid transport of water to
extent of the source region of subduction zone magmas we the face of the slab. Since the slab interface is cold at 50
km depth, there might be insufficientdissolvedsolidsin the
suggestthat it is irrelevant.
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predominantly olivine mantle, but we do note that the permeability of an amphibolitized mantle is unknown. If there
is sufficientheight of water in the slab, it could migrate into
the mantle by hydraulic fracture, when the difference be-

8, assuming that the water does interconnect immediately
on dehydration. It can be seen from Figure 8 that the net
effect of this processis to transport all the water released
laterally acrossthe mantle wedge at the dehydration depth
to the amphibole-saturated solidus. It is seen that this is a

strengthof the rock. If Ap • 2 x 103 kg m-3 and h •

robusttransportmechanismprovidedthat (1) water leaves
the slab to enter the wedge,(2) it risesverticallyas a free

5 km, then Apgh • 100 MPa; estimates of strength range

phase at a velocity greater than the vertical component of

tween the lithostatic and hydrostatic gradient exceedsthe

widely, but Spera[1987]quotes50 MPa. The directionof

the inducedflow carryingit down,and (3) the directionof

fracture will be normal to the least compressivestressin the
upward direction; this direction is into the mantle wedge.
Such a crack, having a very limited sourceof fluid, will not
propagate very far. The water so released would react with
the peridotite to produce hydrous phasesincluding amphi-

mantle flow is down and the horizontal component of the
mantle flow is away and not towards the slab. The last con-

dition can hold for large horizontaldistancesaway from the

slab (e.g., 30 km for 60ø dip, as can be seenfrom looking
at the velocity field in Figure 7a, similarly up to 60 km at

boles. In the region of the slab/overridingplate interface 30ø dip, as seenin Figure 7c), the exact rangedependson
wherethe thrust earthquakesoccur(downto • 60 km max- the flow. In Appendix B we present a simple analysisof the
imum), the interfacemay be permeableand a conduitfor water transport mechanismin the mantle assumingthat the
water. Hence much of the water releaseddown to this depth
might be expectedto migrate back up the thrust zoneto the
surface. Water though is also releaseddeeper where there
are no longer large earthquakesat the surfaceof the oceanic
crust. It is likely that the deformation at the surface of the
slab at this depth occursby ductile flow, and hence there is
no reasonto expect this to be a zone of high permeability.
Lateral transport mechanism for water across mantle
wedge. The water has now entered the mantle either as a

hydroussilicic melt or a silica-rich hydrousfluid, the result
of which has been the formation of amphibolesin the mantle
wedge. Presentexperimentalevidencesuggeststhat amphiboles will be the primary hydrous phases;but the mechanism for lateral transport requires only that there be a
regionin the mantle wedgenear the subductingslab where
not all the water can be incorporated into hydrousphases

(in this presentation,deeperthan the breakdownof amphibole). Hence amphibolehas been taken as the representative hydrousmineral for what might actually be a more
diversecollectionof hydrousminerals. The amphibolesare
then carried by the induced mantle flow until they reach a
depth at which they become unstable and releasetheir water. Unfortunately,there are no appropriateexperimentsto
estimatethe dihedralangleof a hydrousfluid with peridotite
at pressuresof 3 GPa and greater. From the systematicsof

Watsonet al. [1990]it is seenthat interconnection
is favored by high pressureand high temperature. Henceif the
water does not interconnecton release,it will be ever more
likely to interconnectasit is draggedto higherpressures
and
slightly hotter temperatures. Provided it doesinterconnect

upward transport of the water is by porous flow. This leads
to an estimate of •

0.02 wt % free water as well as 0.4 wt

% water in amphibo!ebeing transportedlaterally at a horizontal velocity of the order of centimeters per year. If the
upward transport mechanismis very rapid, for example, hydraulic fracturing, then there is no changein the amount
of water transported laterally by the amphibole, but the
amount of free water would be much smaller.

It is seen that

this mechanismwill also processany other water generally
present in the upper mantle and brought into the wedge
corner by the slab-induced flow.

Liu [1989]suggests
that thereis a regionof the mantlein
which water can exist as a free phase,but he suggeststhat
this might not be the case at subduction zones, since water might be stabilized in other hydrated phases,including
Mg-chloritoid, Mg-pumpellyite, and Mg-staurolite, if these

Cartoonof Water TransportMechanism

Mantle
Wedge
Melting

I

II

beforeit is absorbedto form a stablehydrousphase(e.g.
densehydrousmagnesium
silicates,DHMS) thenit will rise
vertically up until it reachesmantle in the stability region
of amphibole.It will passthrough mantle that is saturated
with amphibolebut will stopon reachingmantlewhichis not
saturated. Here it will react to form amphibole,which will
get draggeddown as part of the inducedmatrix flow, such

Transport
of
amphibole
fixed
water

that the cycle repeats. When it is between the wet solidus

(WP) andthe amphibole-buffered
solidus(AMP), amphibole is still stable,but the free phaserisingverticallyis no
longerwater but is a hydrousmelt. These melts percolate
by porousflow and henceare closeto chemicalequilibrium
with the mantle. Hencewhen they rise into amphibole-free
mantle they will crystallizeformingamphibolewhichis carried backdown,continuingthe cycleuntil amphiboleis no
longerstable.Thisis illustratedin cartoonfashionin Figure

I

Movement
offreewater/ watersaturated
melt

I

throughamphibole
saturated
mantle

Fig. 8. Cartoon of lateral water transport mechanism. We are
schematically following the path of one molecule of water. To reinforce the two primary components of the lateral water transport
mechanism, we have simplified the cartoon by assuming that water interconnects immediately on dehydration. This is probably
unlikely at the cold temperatures near the slab-wedge interface
at pressures of 1.5 GPa.
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phases
arestablein the peridotitecomposition.
Liu [1989] in this case,and henceit is difficult to judge whether the latbases his discussion on the thermal model of Hasebe et al.

eral transport mechanismfor water can transport the water

[1970].Aswasdiscussed
earlier,the modelof Hasebe
et al. the additionaldistance.) Otsuki'sobservationis related to
[1970]involves
excessive
heatingalongtheleadingedgeand trench migration, "roll-back" of the subductionhinge, back

It is theseveno inducedflow in the mantle wedge.If Liu had basedhis arc spreadingand arc compression/extension.
conclusionon our model, he would have reacheda different locities that changethe widely varying global convergence
conclusion.
UnlikeLiu [1989]though,wearesuggesting
that velocitiesto this high constantnormal subductionvelocity.
watercanexistasa freephaseevenin regionswherehydrous Trenchmigrationrelativeto the underlyingdeepmantle has
phases
arestablesincetheperidotirecomposition
hasonlya the additional effect of necessitatinglarge-scaleglobal manfinite waterholdingcapacityandthis can be saturated.We tle flows that will be supplementedon the local induced
concludethat most water exists as a free phasein the subo- corner flow.
In the above section we discussedthe transport mechaceanicmantleadjacentto the slab(• 1000øC)from around

100 km (the breakdown
of amphibole)downto a depthof
at least250 km (belowwhichthe hydratedmineralphase
A is stable). Somewatercouldbe heldin phlogopiteand
K-amphibole[Sudoand Tatsumi,1990],whicharestablebelow 100 km. A lack of K in the mantle wedgesuggeststhat
very little if any of thesephaseswill be formed,but they do

nism for water and showed that water could allow melting
to initiate at a depth of 100 km. Water is highly incompatible and enters the melt. If we consider that the system is
in steady state, then a constantwater flux implies a specific
relationshipbetweenthe water content of the melt and melt

velocity(permeability,porosity)at eachdepth. This is outsuggestthat somewater can be returnedto the deepman- linedin AppendixC. DaviesandBickle[1991]haveextended
tle. Assumingthat the water entering the deep mantle at this greatly and show that the mechanismleads to reasonsubductionzonesis returning to the surface at MOR, we

able estimates of melt temperature, melt flux, melt water

suggestthat estimatesof (• 0.1 wt % H20 in MOR source contents,major element composition,and averagedegreeof
regionlimits the amountof water enteringthe deepmantle melting. It also suggeststhat increasinglithospherethicknesscan play a significantrole by reducingthe height of the
melting column and lowering the temperature, leading to
lower melt fluxes with higher water contents.
More simplistically, this whole region can be considered
saturatedsolidus. Watsonet al. [!990] find that the dihedral anglesof COz-richfluidswith olivine are • 60ø. Hence as one box at one temperature, pressure, and water content,
the presenceof large volumesof COz would limit the mobil- and the degreeof melting can be evaluated. This of courseis
ity of water and reduce its impact in reducing the solidus. a grosssimplification,but givesus a zeroth-orderestimation
As discussedin the subsectionon phasediagrams in section of the amount of melt produced. Consider T • 1175øC,
4.1 we argue that much less COz enters the mantle wedge P = 2 GPa, and water content of peridotire = 0.4 wt %;
compared to HzO.
then from Green[1973]we estimatea degreeof melting of
Water-inducedmelting. As was mentioned previously,the the order of 10-15%. This would suggestan averagewater
largestvariation in the thermal modelsis producedby vary- contentin the magmasof 3-5 wt %. The liquidusof basalt
ing the subductionvelocity.Slowsubductionvelocities(the with 2-5 wt % H20 at 2 GPa is in the range 1200ø-1250øC
at subduction

zones.

The presenceof CO2 reducesthe solubility of solutesin
hydrousfluids and increasesthe temperature of the volatile-

velocitiesat which slabsenter the asthenosphere)
lead to

[W•tllie, 1979];hencegiven all the uncertainties,including

very cold wedges,suggestingthat this induced-flowmecha- the fact that the basalts at the source in the mantle have a
nism would not be successfulin explaining the existenceof different compositionfrom those used in the experiments, it
arc volcanismover the wide range of convergencevelocities is possiblethat the 50øC differenceis not significant. This
(the relative velocitiesof the convergingplates as defined water content is higher than that estimated for the magmas
for points on the plates far away from the subduction zone, that reachthe surface(2 wt %). If thesefiguresare valid,
and ignoring motion of the subductionzone relative to the one possible explanation is that all the melt at the source
asthenosphere,
e.g., trenchmigration). Otsuki[1989]sug- does not make it to the upper crust but is stranded in the
geststhat the normal componentof the rate at which the mantle and lower crust. Water solubility in melts remains
subducting plate is consumedin the asthenosphereis con- quite high until very shallowdepths,for example,10 wt % at

stant at 7.2 cm/yr for all plateswith Wadati-Benioffzones 500 MPa [Green,1973];henceit is difficultfor the magmas
extendingbelow 400 km. If this is true, then there is no reason why the mantle wedgecannot melt. We do note though
that the effectof reducingthe normal velocity is potentially
observedin the Aleutians; where as we go further west, the
velocity becomesmore parallel to the strike of the subduction zone, and there is also an associateddecreasein mag-

to becomewater saturated unlessthey crystallize anhydrous
minerals.

Comparison of water and magma production rates. Since
we are proposingthat arc basalts and andesiresderive from
a water-fiuxed mantle, it is important that there is sufficient
water. In Appendix B, estimates of water and lava producmatism[Marsh,1982]. So we suggestthat heat is brought tion are assessedto consider the extent of mantle hydration.
in by the induced flow and that the melting is allowed and Estimates of oceaniccrust hydration in the literature range
localizedby the presenceof hydrousphasesarising from the from 2 to 6 wt %. We conservativelyestimate that only 10%
migration of water from the slab. Note that for slabswith no of this water is releasedinto the asthenosphereif the water
extensions
below200 km, Otsuki[1989]suggests
velocitiesof releasedalong the thrust zone can proceed back along the
3.4 cm/yr. Our numericalmodelcannotapply to this case, fault zone to the surfaceand contribute to the large flow of
since our slabs penetrate 400 km, but even a velocity of 3.4 water observedalongthe decollement[Vrolijk et al., 1988].
cm/yr is sufficientto obtainreasonably
high temperatures This dependscritically on the thrust zone not being "tight,"
in our numerical model, though these occur further away and also that there is sufficient permeability in the oceanic
from the slab. (It is unclearwhat the flowregimewouldbe crust for the water to reach the fault zone. It is more likely
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that the oceaniccrust will undergometamorphismfrom the andsweptbackinto the wedgeto be meltedagain[Arculus
greenschist
faciesto the amphibolitefacieswithoutlosing and Powell,1986].
muchof its volstiles. Hence,by using10% of the estimate
As was previouslydiscussed,
somewater might be reof bound water subducted,we are derivinga conservative turnedto the deepmantleby K-amphibole,
phlogopite,
and
lower bound estimate on the volume of water subducted.
DHMS. Somewater is also held in nominallyanhydrous
For a 7 km thick slab descending
at 7 cm/yr, of density phases,for example,garnet[Ainesand Rossman,
1984],
3 x l0s kgm-s, with2 wt % H20, weestimate
that 3 x l0s olivine[Miller et al., 1987],andpyroxene.SinceMORB and
kg of waterentersthe wedgeper yearper meteralongstrike OIB meltunderessentially
anhydrous
conditions
(•0.1 wt %
of the trench. Resultsof OceanDrillingProgram(ODP) H20), it is improbablethat largeamountsof waterare held
drilling[Beckereta!., 1989]suggestthat the literatureesti- in a deepreservoir
that doesnot allowsampling
by ridges
matesof 2 wt % H20 mightbe too large(seeAppendixB andplumesin a vigorously
convecting
mantle.We suggest
for discussion
of thispoint). In light of theseresults,Davies that sinceit is difficultto developa modelthat allowswater
andBick!e[1991]favorthe presence
of theequivalent
of only to enter the deep mantle but not return to the near sur1 wt % water restrictedto the upper 2 km of the oceanic face,the waterestimatedin the sourceregionsof MORB
crust,whenbeyonda depthof 50 km; that is, 5 x 102kg of is in approximatelysteadystate equilibriumwith the water

water enteringthe wedge. Given the uncertainty,they did
considera broad range about this favored value.

that getscarried deepinto the mantle at subductionzones.
Ahrens[1989]suggeststhat the Earth after accretionand

Reymer and Schubert[1984]suggestthat igneousaddi- the largeMoon-forming
impacthadonlya fewpresent-day
tionsat islandarcsduringthe Phanerozoic
haveaveraged oceans'worth of water in the mantle. The above scenarioof

1.1kmsyr-• , whileBrown
andMusset[1981]
have
estimatedat most0.1wt % H20 throughout
themantlewouldsuggest
0.5kms yr-•. Givena totalarclengthof3.6x 104kmanda an upperlimit of aroundfour present-dayoceansworth of
densityof 2.8x 10s kgm-s, wegetfrom2.5x 104to 5 x 104 water in the mantle, not too dissimilar to the estimate of
kg of crust addedper year per meter alongstrike. These Ahrens[1989].
lavas are estimatedto have from 0.5 to 2 wt % H20 in the
mantle;this suggests
that the lavasreturn from 1.25x 102to

As we commented
earlier,we discovered
that younger,
thinnerplatesareheatedup moreandhavehighertemper-

10s kgofH20to thecrustperyearpermeteralong
strike. aturesat theirinterfaceswith the wedge.This factcombined
Hencewe can achievebalance,but only if we take the low- with the importanceof the dehydrationand releaseof water

estestimates
of waterinputinto the wedgeandthe highest fromtheslabmightbe partlyresponsible
for theexplanaestimates of water return to the surface in lavas. Therefore

tion of two different observations. Nut and Ben-Avraham

thereis clearlysufficient
waterto generate
themagmas,
but [1983]
observed
thattherewasnovolcanism
corresponding
there is probablya needto explainthe fate of excesswater. to the path of obliqueridgesubduction.
AbbottandLyle

Ito et al. [1983]similarlyestimatedthat muchmorewateris [1984]
suggested
thatyounger
platesarehotteranddehysubducted
thanisreturned
bythesubduction
zonemagmasdratefaster,withthewaterleaving
vertically
immediately.
to the crust.

Similarly,wefindthat younger
platesdehydrate
at shallower
Wheredoesthe watergo? We speculate
that veryhy- depths,but wearenotsoconfident
in predicting
thevertidrouslavas are alsoproducedin the subductionzone envi- calescape
of water.If the thrustzoneis not "tight",then
ronment and that they do not reach the crust. This con- water may escapeup the thrustzone. This wouldexplain
clusionwasalsoreachedearlierin this section,section4.2. theobservations
of Nut andBen-Avraham
[1983],
sincelitThese lavas in large part do not reach the crust because tle ornowaterwouldremainto entertheasthenosphere
and
their hydrousnatureimplieslowerinitial temperatures
and lowerthesolidus.
In another
observation
that mightbeinreactions,Ruff andKanamori
hencehigherviscosity
[SykesandHolloway,
1987].If they fluencedby the dehydration
crystallizeanhydrousminerals,then they will becomewater [1987]
findthatthemaximum
magnitude
ofsubduction
zone
saturated and begin to exsolvewater. This causesthem to thrustearthquakes
increases
foryounger,
morerapidlysubbecomemoreviscous,and they rapidlycometo a standstill. ductingslabs.In additionto the explanation
of Ruff and
Manyof thesemagmas
will beentrappeal
in thelithosphericKanamori[1987]that this couldbe a functionof the slab
part of the mantle. Someof thesemagmaswill pond at buoyancy,
it couldbe relatedto thefact that the magni-

the base of the crust and after a sufficient volume has col- tude of suchearthquakeshas been shownto correlatewith
lectedcouldbecomediapiricallyunstableand becomethe the "width"W (distance
downdip)
of thethrustzone.The

parentsof tonaliticplutons,andultimatelygranites,
[Pres- earthquake
magnitude
(Mw)is proportional
to Ws [Byrne
nail andBateman,1973;BohlenandMezger,1989].These eta!.,1988].Therelease
ofwatercouldincrease
thewidth,
water-richmagmaswill be reworkedby inputsof moremelt sincethe transitionfrom brittle to ductilebehaviormoves

andby lithospheric
deformation.
Hencethesemightbe the deeper
asthewaterpressure
increases
[DahlenandSuppe,
mantleprecursors
to the activityobserved
in the field by 1987].
Saleeby
[1989].Someof thesewater-rich
magmas
asthey
Direction
o]]racturepropagation.
Thetransport
of magsolidify in the lower crust will exsolvewater that cannot be mssfromthesource
regionto magmachambers
highin the
incorporated
in hydrous
phases
andremains
asa freephase. crust must involvecrackpropagationif for no other reason
This mightbe a contributing
factorin the explanation
for thanto avoidfreezing
[Turcotte,
1987].To avoidfreezing
the lowercrust seismicreflectivityand for electricalcon- on their way throughthe crust, the cracksneedto be wide.
ductivity[Hyndman
andShearer,
1989];however,
the melts The aspectratio of cracksW/L is • •r/G where W is the
andshearzonescangivesimilarsignatures,
andhencesep- width, L the length,G the shearmodulusof the melt, and•r
aratingthe contribution
of the differentcomponents
will be is the availablestress,and sincethe availablestressis much
difficult.Magmaswith verylargewatercontents
probably lowerthan G, the cracksmustalsobe long. In the wedge,
do not evenreachthe mechanical
lithosphere
but arefrozen the temperature
difference
between
meltandcountryrockis
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not ashighasin the coldlithosphere;
hencethe cracksneed
not be quite aswideor aslong. For longcracks,it is argued
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that elastic forcesare insignificantcomparedto buoyancy

forcesin definingtheir widthandpropagation
speed[Spence
and Turcotte,1985; Turcotte,1987;Lister, 1990].Theseare
arguedto be controlledby the fluid dynamicsof the melt
awayfrom the cracktip. By contrast,it hasbeensuggested
that elastic forcesrather than buoyancywould control the
directionof propagation,sincepropagationis sensitiveto
the local structure and stressesnear the advancingcrack tip

lErnermanand Marrett, 1990]. This has yet to be rigorouslydemonstrated,and little work hasbeendoneon finite,
melt-filledcrackspropagatinginto prestressed
materiM with
principalstressaxesnonparallelto the directionof gravity.
If elastic forces do control the direction of propagation of
small cracks,then it will be perpendicularto the directionof

the leastcompresslye
stress,asshownby Tsunakawa[1983],
providedthe magmapressureis greaterthan a critical pressure. For a corner flow regime, this results in the favored
direction of crack propagationbeing part of a logarithmic

spiral (thoughwe get only a very short nearly linear segment) towardsthe cornerin the upper part of the wedge

mechanical

lithosphere
wedge
corner

Amphibole

crack

buffered
solidus

source

region

phibolitized

,ntle

slab

but away in the lower part of the wedge. For details, see
Appendix D.

We assumethree differentregimes.The first is insidethe
overridingmechanicallithosphere,wherewe assumethat the
least compressivestressis in the horizontal plane. In this Fig. 9. Cartoon of geometry of subduction zone sourceregion.
regimethe crackspropagatevertically.The secondis in the
shallowerasthenosphere,where we have argued above that no water, the solidusof the wedgeshallowerthan the region
the least compressivestresswill be aligned so that cracks of maximummelt productionwill be at or closeto the anhyare focussed towards the corner. The third is in the lower
droussolidus.Water will be presentlocally wherewater-rich
part of the asthenosphere
wherewe will assumethat buoy- magmasthat cannotmakeit to the rigid lithospherefreeze.
ancy will overcomethe deviatoricstressfield and decidethe
For the 60ø dippingslab, we suggestthat water initiates
propagationdirection,sincethis regionis hotter with lower meltingat a depth of around100 km depth and 20 km away
viscosityand hencelowerdeviatoricstress.Hencefrom the from the slab (Figure 9). This water is then carried by
sourceregionto the point wherecracksare focussedtowards meltsto higher,hotter regionsin the wedgewhereit induces
the wedgecornerthe crackswill be assumedto risevertically evergreaterdegreesof melting. Howeverwhenthe hottest
rather than be focussedaway from the wedgecorner. In the isothermis reachedwe suggestthat the melting cannot adreal Earth of course, there will be a more gradual transi- vancevertically, sincethere is insufficientwater in the melt.
tion betweentheseregimes,but given the high temperature At the colder temperature the buffered solidusis attained
gradientsand the exponentialtemperaturedependence
of only at a higher water content;equally, the basalt is at its
liquidus only at higher water contents. The melts are not
viscosity,the transitions might be narrow.
Height o• volcanic•ront aboveWadati-Benioffzone. Does able to migratefurther and start to stagnateand crystallize.
this mechanism of lateral transport of water, followed by Crystallizationallowssomeof the melt to progressslightly
stress-controlled
fracture propagation,lead to the volcanic further sinceit achieveshigher water contents,and at very
front beinglocated• 1244-34km [Gill, 1981] abovethe high water contentsthe melt exsolvesa vapor phasethat
Wadati-Benioffzone? If the mechanicallithosphere(in could help in initiating cracks. Hence this freezing region
which the stressregimeis uniform laterally and controlled providesa lid to the sourceregion against which the melts
by the plate forcesat a distance)is • 100 km thick, then, accumulateand from which crackspropagateto the baseof
as arguedby Marsh [1979](if onecan melt the slab in the the mechanicallithosphere. The exact mechanismfor initi"magiccorner")andSpiegelman
andMch'enzie
[1987](if the ating cracksin hot rockis unclear,but thereis evidencefor
mantlewedge
viscosity
is > 10• Pas), themeltscanbegen- crackingof hot materiM[seeNicolas,1986;Sleep1988].
erated or focussedinto the corner and rise vertically from

With a few assumptionswe can extend the estimate of the

thispoint,automatically
satisfying
thedepthconstraint.
As height of the volcanicfront above the Wadati-Benioff zone
was argued in section 3 above, it seemsunlikely that the (H) (A to B in figure10a) from the two slabdipsexplicitly
rigid lithosphereis generallythis thick beneath the volcanic modelled above to all slab dips. At different dips we find
that the thicknessof the thermal boundary layer on the surfront; we suggest40 kin.
We suggestthat the top of the source region is at the faceof the subductingslabis unchanged(providedthat the
depth of maximum temperature. This will also be the re- subductionvelocityis similar) but the horizontaldistance
gion of maximum melt production. This would mean that to be traversed to reach the solidus will be proportional to
the water does not, as a rule, continue up to the shallow cosecttd, where ttd is the dip angle of the plate. From Figamphibole-buffered
solidusbut is rapidly removed(in the ure 10a, we estimate the thicknessof the thermal boundary

melt) by cracksto the baseof the rigid lithosphere.With

layer (E-F) (i.e., perpendicularto the slab;we haveshown
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Volcanic
Front

change
fromtheregimefocussing
smallcracksawayfromthe
wedgecornerto focussing
themtowardsthe wedgecorner
(seeAppendixD). Therefore
H, the heightof the volcanic

Trench
e•

front above the Wadati-Benioff Zone, is BJ 4. JL 4. LA =

Overriding
I

Plate

I

jI

c

I
I
G

thicknessof the mechanicallithosphere,the secondterm is
the distance that the surface of the slab is above the Wadati-

I
I •

•

•

40 4- [5/cos(t•d))4- (tan (t•d)r0];wherethe first term is the

o

Benioff Zone assumingthat it is 5 km below the surfaceof

Slab

the slab (i.e., perpendicularly
to the slabsurface(A-K)),
and the third term is the extent in the wedgebetweenthe
mechanicallithosphereof the upper plate and the subducting plate. The predictionsof this modelare comparedto the

I
I

H

I

data of Gill [1981,table 2.1, p. 15, excludingthe Iranian
and Eolianpoints],in Figure 10b. We note that the points
100km

exhibit a fair degreeof scatter and that the predictedcurve
is fairly fiat and passesthrough their middle. We suggest
that H increasesat large dips. This is actually seenin the
data (Figure10b),but it is frequentlysuggested
to be a bias
resultingfrom the larger errorsinvolvedin estimatingthe

L

K

Fig. 10a Diagram to illustrate the derivation of the theoretical

verticalpositiondueto the steepdips[Tatsumi,1986].
We suspectthat a more detailedunderstanding
of the
theologyof the mantlewedgeand of crackpropagationwill

predictionof H (the heightof the volcanicfront abovethe Benloft alter the details of the above calculation.
zone). Seetext for explanation.

The calculation

shouldbe viewedonly asa consistency
checkfor the present
model. It is probablethat in a dynamic model with nonlineartemperaturedependenttheologythat the flow will be
it to be a strong function of the normal relative subduction focussedinto a thinner regionparallel to the slab. This will
velocity)at the depthof 100km (D-E) to be 20 km. Hence not changethe interfacetemperaturegreatly,sinceit is parthe horizontaldistancethat the sourceregionis awayfrom allel,butit mightbringtheregionofextensive
meltingcloser
the wedgecorner R = OC+DE = 60x cot •d4.20X cosec•d to the slab. In sucha scenarioit might be possiblefor the
km. We assumethat the melts rise verticallythroughthe cracksto propagatemoreor lessverticallyand satisfythe
sourceregion and that the crackspropagateout vertically geometricconstraint.Equally,thereis uncertaintyas to the

until they reach the point at which small cracks would be
focussedtowardsthe wedgecorner. The crackintersectsthe

breakdown
conditions
of amphibole,
with recentworksuggestinga moretemperaturesensitive
breakdown
[Holloway

mechanical
lithosphere
at a distanceR/[exv (t•c)cos(t•c)] et al., 1991]. Here we have consideredthat the melts rise
= r0 (O-J) from the trench,wheret• ( whichis equalto muchfaster than mantle wedgeflow, so that they can be
tan--•[(sint•d--#dCOSt•d)/t•dsin
t•d)])istheangle
atwhich
we assumed
to risevertically;but if theyroseslower,thenthey
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Fig. 10bComparison
of modelpredictionof the heightof the volcanic
frontabovethe Benloftzone(solidline) asa functionof the

slabdip to the data from Gill [1981](solidcircles).
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would be advected by the induced flow, which would focus
them towards the wedgecorner. Finally, as was mentioned,
the initiation of crack propagationand the controlson the
directionof crack propagationare poorly understood;hence
improvementsin understandinghere might force us to alter
the above assumptions.Though the proposalfor the stress
control of the direction of fracture propagation is slightly
speculative, we believe that the mechanismfor the lateral
transport of water acrossthe mantle wedgeis robust.
The above models predict the generation of melt and
residue but have not consideredtheir potentia• contribution
to the dynamics, due to their buoyancy. In section 5, we
shall illustrate how this effect can generate a local flow re-
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its sourceand extraction by small cracks through the man-

,1• •4•

[Nicolas,•(•al •,• described,h,•,•

A st•tion•ry

body force might not be an unreasonabledescriptionof such
a system, since the cracks transport the melt rapidly, and
hence their contribution to the buoyancy force is minimal.
Thereforethe sourceof buoyancyis solelythe sourceregion,
which is reasonably fixed since it is related to the water flux
and the advection controlled temperature field.
We investigated a suite of numerical examples where the
magnitude of the buoyancy force is characterized by the
buoyancy number mentioned in section 3 above. Some re-

sulting velocity fields are illustrated in Figures 11-13. We
observethat for thesemodelswe can reversethe wedgeflow
versa](i.e., reversingthe flow inducedin the mantle wedge somedistance above the location of the sourceof buoyancy
by the subductingslab) and extendthe abovediscussion. but the flow is nearly all downwardsimmediately below the
sourceof buoyancy. In this model we do not see the "up5. FLOW REVERSAL

IN WEDGE

Higher temperaturescan be generatedin the wedgeby
invokinga mechanisminvolvinga reversalof the flow in the
wedgeleadingto melting by adiabaticdecompression
[Ida,
1983a,b, 1987; Nye and Reid, 1986; DeBari et al., 1987;
Plank and Langrnuir, 1988; Davies and Stevenson,1988;
D. Turcotte,personalcommunication,
1988; Tatsumi et al.,
1983].This mechanism
hasbeeninvestigatedfor the caseof

draft" that Ida [1983a,b, 1987]seesin his buoyancy-driven
reversal.In Figure 11a we presentthe wholemodel (note
that the depth is 700 km) and the box representsthe mag-

nified regionsshown in Figures 11-13. In Figure 11b we
presentthe cornerflow with no sourceof buoyancy.In Figures 11c and d we illustrate the different flow patterns resulting from doublingthe buoyancy.In the upper two plots
of Figure 12, the total integrated buoyancyis equal. We
see that the resultant flow pattern away from the buoyant
region is approximately equivalent. This emphasizesthat it
a spatially fixed buoyant body force in two dimensions. We
have considered a case where the flow reversal is an interna•
is the total integrated buoyancy that is important. Total
integratedbuoyancyis the product of the volumeand buoyfeature of the system, superposed on a conventional externa• flow. This may be generatedby the buoyancy arising ancyof the buoyantregion. Comparingthe upper right plot
from the extensive hydration of the mantle wedge and the with the one on the lower left, we see that the location of
small degreesof melting at the wet and amphibole buffered the buoyancyforce relative to the plate is important. The
solidi; melting introducesbuoyantresidueand melt [Scott buoyancy force is practically the same, but the reversal is
and Stevenson,
1989]. This largecylindricaldiGpitrisesver- more intensefor the sourceof buoyancyplacedfurther away
tically until the degreeof melting increasesbeyondthe point from the slab. It was shown numerically that the critical
of interconnection.Then we get segregationof the melt from value of the buoyancy to produce a reversal is such that

Plate Velocity=7cm/yr
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=2106
I .....
I .....
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b) Buoyancy Number = 0.0

...........

' • /,•,•½/ / ,' / ,/'
'

c)Buoyancy
Number
= 106

'"/4

d)Buoyancy
Number
= 2106

. ,•t/.'/

Fig. 11. Four velocityplots. (a) Box 700 km deepin which the followingmodelswererun. The small box representsthe position
of the magnified viewspresentedin Figures 11b-d, 12a-d, and 13a and 13c. The shadedareas representthe mechanicallithospheres,
that is, 40 km thick. (b) Velocityfield with no buoyancyforcepresent.The bottom of the box is at a depth of 140 kin, while the top

of the boxis at 60 kin. (c) Buoyancywith buoyancynumberof 106in the shadedparallelogram.Note that thereis onlya very weak
localizedreturn flow. (d) Sameas Figure11c but the buoyancyhasbeendoubled.Noticethat the flowreversalis morevigorous.
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Plate Velocity = 7cm/yr

a)Buoyancy
Number
=2106

b)Buoyancy
Number
= 2106

. / / ..•__•
\

c) Buoyancy
Number
=2106

.......

d) Buoyancy
Number
=2106

Fig.12.Same
convention
asFigure
11.($andb)Same
totalbuoyancy
butmore
concentrated
andrestricted
inFigure
12($).The

similarity
in theresulting
flowfields
illustrates
thatthetotalbuoyancy
ismoreimportant
thanconcentration.
(c) Position
ofthe

buoyancy
forcerelativeto the slabhasa largeeffect.(d) With hMf the buoyancy
a muchweakerflowreversaloccurs.

the upward velocity of the buoyant region •s predicted for
a Stokes cylinder is greater than the induced plate flow at
that point. The velocity of a buoyant rigid cylinder in an

right-handside,but beingin a logarithmicterm it leadsto
a very weak non-linearityonly.

In comparing
the two lowerdiagramsin Figure12 it is

infinite mediumis givenby Landauand Lifshitz[1959,p.68] seenthat the critical buoyancynumberfor this distribution

=

-

of buoyancy
is slightly• 106. If the diapiris a cylinderof
radius10 km andthe buoyancy
is • 8 kg m-s, thena crit-

-log

ical buoyancynumber of the order of 106 is achievedwith a

localwedge
viscosity
of _•7 x10is Pas. A buoyancy
of 8 kg
where7 is Euler'sconstant(• 0.577), r/is the viscosityof m-a is equivalent
to 2 wt % melt,if Ap between
thematrix
the matrix through which the cylinder flows, and R is the (•3.34 xlO3 kgm-3 [KleinandLangmuir,
1987])andmelt

radius of the cylinder. Note that the velocity is also on the

Plate Velocity=7cm/yr

(,.•2.95x 103kgm-3 [Rigden
etal.,1984])
is•4 102kgm-3.

Locally Decoupled Above 200km

a)Buoyancy
Number
=2106

Viscosity
Drop=10X

b)

c)Buoyancy
Number
= 2106

Viscosity
Drop=100X

d)

Fig. 13. Sameconvention
asFigure11. All plotsshowtheflowof thewedge
if theplateandwedge
aredecoupled
by a weakzone
downto 200km. In (a andb)Theweaklayerhasa viscosity
a factorof 10lower;(c andd)theweaklayeris a factorof 100less
viscous.Figures13band 13dare the sameas Figures13a and 13cbut showmoreof the flowfield.
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Sato et al. [1988a]obtaineda large increasein electrical cussedpreviously,and take water away from the postulated
•,-•,,•+;,,;+,, when 9 •+ • melt •,,• present. They kollo,,o
that the large increasein conductivity occursas a result of
interconnection. Estimates of the largest seismic compressional velocity variations between the wedge and the center

•,•,,r•

ro•i,,nq•ho

width and h,,i,rh, eli....

;c,•o are ....

•-*

predictedand to someextent arbitrary, but the equivalent
radius cannot be wrong by more than a factor of 2. This is
in contrastto the uncertaintyin predictingthe appropriate

of the plate suggestanomaliesof m 10% at a depth of 100 viscosity, which will be discussednext.
The efficiencyof the buoyancyforce dependscritically
km [Anderson,1988]. If the temperaturecontrastbetween
the molten region and the center of the plate is 800øC, and upon the wedge viscosity. It is the viscosity around the
OVp/OT=-4.0x10-4 km s-1 øC-1 [Anersonetal., 1968], sourceof buoyancywhich is relevant, not the viscosityof
then it appearsthat 5-7% of the contrasthas to be explained the sourceitself. Sincethere are clearlylarge gradationsin
by the presenceof melt. Mavko[1980]suggeststhat 3 wt viscosity,evaluatingthe viscosityof the appropriatezone
% melt organizedin a tube geometry(whichis closerthan is obviouslynontrivial. There is a suggestionthat perifilms or spheresto the geometry expected from melt texture

dotitehasa viscosity
of O(10•S)Pas at its solidus[Craig

experiments)can explain anomaliesof this size. Similarly, and McKenzie,1986]. Hence,giventhat the viscosityof a
the laboratoryresultsof Sato et al. [1989]suggestthat this partiallymeltedregionis at leasta factorof 5 less,[ Cooper
size anomaly would correspond to 2 wt % melt. Sato et and Kohlstedt,1984] and possiblyas much as 4 ordersof
al. [1989]reinterpretthe studyof SuyehiroandSacks[1979] magnitude[Borchand Green,1990]lessthan the subsolidus
of seismicvelocity below Japan and suggestthat very little
mantle, we can expectthat peridotite awayfrom the source
melt is present, since they found anomaliesof only • 6%. regionhasa viscositygreaterthan 10•9 Pa s. Wdowinskiet
This could locally be the case;that is, the degreeof melting al. [1989]suggestviscosityof < 10•-øPa s from deformaalong strike could vary, but we believe that there might be tion of Andesand Aegean,while Cathies[1975]estimates
other explanations. It is possiblethat the seismic energy

4 x10•9 Pa s frompostglacial
rebound
for the uppermost

from the Benioffzoneearthquakes(that are the sourcesfor asthenosphere.
Thatcheret al. [1980]estimatethe wedge
their work) did not samplethe centerof the slab,and hence viscosityto be 10• Pa s from the relaxationof the deforthey might not see the full anomaly. Remember, the slab mation followingthe Sanriku earthquakeof 1896. Sincewe
is an anti wave-guide. Further, we argue that the source
mantle in a subduction zone is hydrated and infertile rather
than consistingof dry fertile peridotites on which the laboratory experiments were conducted. Similarly, estimates of
melt content

can be made from the attenuation

structure

of

subduction zones. The low Qs are consistentwith 2 wt %
melt; howeverthe Q structures of mantle wedgesare poorly
resolved, and the laboratory extrapolation of ultrasonic re-

sults[SatoandSacks,1989]depends
onthe samemechanism
of attenuation operating at both of thesewidely differingfrequencies.The choiceof 10 km radius for the sourceis given
by the lateral extent of the intersection of the extent of hydration with the wet solidusisotherm, and the height of the
sourceis given by the height that the maximum temperature
occurs above the amphibole dehydration depth. The width,
as defined above, implies that all the water is released at
the baseof the sourceregion and is carried upwardsin melt.
Alternatively, if the relationship of the flow field to the line

AmP (at whichamphibolitized
mantlemelts)in the mantle
is slightly changed, the the water could be equally carried
acrossthe sourceregion in amphibolesof varying stability,
whosebreakdown defined the width. Obviously, it is naive
to believe that all amphibolesdehydrate under exactly the
same conditions; amphibolesare a large family with a lot
of compositionalvariation. We argue that our simplistic
view works becausethe majority of amphibolesformed in
the mantle wedgewill be of similar compositionto a pargasitic amphibole and hencewill largely dehydrate at around

requirethe relevantviscosity
to be _<6 x10•s Pa s for appreciableflowreversal,weseethat the viscosityis probably
too largefor appreciable
flowreversal.We arepossiblyclose
to the critical viscosity,and hencethere is probablymodulation of the flowfield, evenif thereis not an appreciable
flow reversal.

5.1. Decouplingof Wedge

From the estimatespresentedaboveit is probablethat the
viscosityof the wedgewill be too large to allowflow reversal
given the magnitude of buoyancyforces available. Flow reversalcouldbe achieved,however,if the mantle wedgeflow
is locally decoupledfrom the slab. This can be achievedby
the presenceof a weak layer near or at the surface of the

slab. In Figure 13 we showthe resultsof buoyancy-induced
reversalwith a thin layer in the wedgeon top of the slab
with a viscosityone tenth and one hundreth the viscosityof
the rest of the wedge,extendingto a depth of 200 km. The
lower diagramswith the more decoupledwedgeshowsubstantially higher reversal velocities. Possiblemechanisms

for generatinga weak zoneincludephasechanges(dehydration, hydration,basaJt-eclogite),
presenceof water and
sediments, and the generation of shear zones. The results

of Borchand Green[!990]suggest
that the viscosityof twophasemedia could be appreciablylower than for solid media.

Even thoughfriction alonga megashearmight not produce

melting, it can potentially produce low viscositiesbecause
the sameconditions.From Sudoand Tatsumi[1990]we see a rock's strength drops dramatically before it reaches its
that potassium-richamphibolesare very stable, so stable melting temperature.
that they would survive the conditionsin the wedge and if
A slab decoupledfrom the wedgeby a layer of viscosity
prevalentin the wedgecouldtake a lot of water deepinto the 10•ø Pa s will be importantfor modeling
the migrationof
mantle. If potassium-richpargasitic amphibolesalso show seismicityalongthe slab [Dmwoskaet al., 1988]and from
greaterthermal stability, then this couldbe the explanation the slab to the continentaloverridinglithosphereand vice

versa[Rydelekand Sacks,1988]. Unfortunately,the wedge
distancefrom the trench[Hathertonand Dickinson,1969]. viscosityis but one componentin the migration of stresses

for the increase in the K content of lavas as we increase in

Equally,the increasedstability of phlogopitecouldbe a partial explanation, but it might also be too stable, as was dis-

and cannot be easily disentangledfrom other components.
Moreover, the observationsof correlations between the slab
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and the thermalbuoyancydue to the thermalgradients.An

and overriding lithosphere seismicity are preliminary. As
these studies progressthey will help constrain the coupling
of the slab and wedge.
Evidence for potential decoupling and weaknesscan be

indication of the potential contribution of these and other
effectsto the buoyancybalance is presentedin Table 2.

foundin the work of Raleighand Paterson[1965]on the de-

componentscontributing to the buoyancyof the subduction

One can seethat there are many potentiallysignificant

zonewedge. The figuresin Table 2 suggestthat if the hy[1966] on the tectonic implicationsof the dehydrationof dration of the mantle wedgeis as extensiveas suggested
gypsum.Also the work of Yuen et al. [1978]and Yuenand in our previousdiscussion,
it might be as significantas the
Schubert[1979]suggeststhat there couldbe a shearzone, combined buoyancy of melt and residue. One needs to con-

formation of serpentine and in the work of Heard and Rubey

since even though the increasein temperature is unlikely to
be dramatic, there would be a substantial reduction in viscosity. This would be more than sufficientfor the wedgeto
become decoupled.

siderthe theologyof the surrounding
matrixin decidingthe
efficiency
of the varioussources
of buoyancyin generating
flow reversal.In the caseof hydrationthe viscosityof the
surrounding
matrixis expectedto be generallymuchhigher
than near the partially molten regionsand hencewill be

5.2. Dimensionality of Problem

muchlesseffectivein reversingthe slab-inducedflow.
The residue is less dense than the fertile source rock and

Two commentsneed to be made regardingthe abovediscussion. First, the dimensionality of the problem needsconsideration, and second, other sourcesof buoyancy may be
present. Even though the problem seemstwo-dimensional
with plates extending into a homogeneousmantle, we observe localized volcanic edifices at the surface, while there
are also along arc variations in both geophysicaland geo-

henceis a sourceof buoyancy.Giventhat it is lighter,it
tendsto staynearthe surfaceandthe sourceregion.Thereforethe lateraldensitygradientsthat it develops
locallycannot be sharp,thoughthe total buoyancycouldbe largedue
to its extent. Thermalbuoyancyis difficultto incorporatein
this kinematicmodelsincethe major temperaturecontrast
(slabto wedge)drivesthe subduction
to someunknownexchemical data.
tent [Carlson,1983;Davies,1984;Richter,1977;andSpence,
Hence it is conceivablethat the partial melting process 1987].Thereforethe kinematicboundaryconditions
include
has a largedegreeof alongarc variation. If so, andif they are the thermal buoyancyto an equallyunknownextent. Since
well separated, then it becomes more difficult for individual
there are verylargeviscositycontrasts,the effectsof the undiapirs to reversethe flow. This can be seenby calculating accountedtemperature contrastswould be difficult to model
the radiusrequiredfor a diapir to moveat 5 cm/yr through numerically. The buoyancy of the residue will tend to re-

a matrix of viscosity1019Pa s. It is • 40 km, that is, a verse the flow, while the effect of the unaccounted thermal
factor of 16 more buoyancy. Henceif the sourcesof buoyancy buoyancy is unknown.
are localizedalong arc, then they will lead to weakerwedge
flow reversal and less melting by adiabatic decompression.
The variation in degreeof melting along arc need not be 5.4. Need for Time Dependence
large or localized to produce the localized edifices. This
If flow reversal is allowed to develop to a steady state
localization could be more a reflectionof the segregation
temperature field, then it is actually colder than a model
processthan the distributionof melting [Stevenson,1988].

If the variation in the amount of melt present is small and
smooth, then the processcan be conceivedof as being twodimensionalrather than three-dimensional,sincethe diapirs

without

flow reversal since there will be closed streamlines

in the model with

flow reversal.

This is because the closed

streamlines in the wedge corner are continually cooled by
the downgoingslab. If on the other hand the mechanismis
wouldinteract(possiblyapproaching
a cylinder)andaddto
allowed to be time dependent, hotter temperatures can be
eachothers'flow and reducethe drag. The modelpresented
periodically produced. To demonstrate the initial increase
here differs from that of Plank and Langmuir[1988] and
in temperature followed by the long term decreasedue to
Tatsumiet al. [1983]in that it doesnot allow appreciable
a permanent constant buoyancyforce, we ran the following
diapiric movement. Note also that we distinguish between
model. We took the result of a steady state calculation of a
rigid lithosphereand crust rather than equatingthem as did
model without any sourcesof buoyancy and used it as the
Plank and Langmuir[1988].
initial conditionsfor a time dependentcalculationusing an
explicit version of the implicit code. In the model there was
5.3. Other Sources of Buoyancy
Other sourcesof buoyancy that have not been explicitly
addressed here include the intrinsic buoyancy of residue in

no decoupling,
and there was a buoyancynumberof 106
extendingoveran area of approximately
100 km2. From

Figure 14 we seethat after 0.5 m.y. the temperaturesare
the solidwedge(whichis a functionof the degreeof melting) hotter than thosedue solelyto cornerflow but by 1.0 m.y.
TABLE 2. Sourcesof Buoyancy
Buoyancy per Meter
Along Slab

a•,l•, %

Source of Buoyancy

Comments

Melt
Water

0.4

f = 2%, Ap = 7X10•kg m ':•

0.07

Hydrated mantle
Temperature

0.4

w = 0.1%, Ap = 2.3x103kgm-3
h = 10%, Ap = 1.4x102kgm-3

1.0

AT = 400øC, c• = 2.5X10 -s

Mantle

0.1

F = 10%, Ap = 4x101kg m-3

residue

F = degreeof melting
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ContourInterval= 400øC

a)
0 km

•800øC

-

400ø•

o.5
b)

125

km

0 km

1.0

Ma

125

km

Fig. 14. Temperaturecontoursof modelswith localizedsourceof buoyancynear to siteof the postulatedsourceregion.They are
at around(a) 0.5 m.y. and (b) 1.0m.y. after the introductionof a localizedsourceof buoyancy.The thermalfieldat 0 m.y. wasa
steady-state
temperaturefield with no buoyancyforce. Noticethe temperatureincreases
until 0.5 m.y. but by 1.0 m.y. the mantle
wedge is cooler.

the temperatures are colder. Hence this flow would oscillate

somatismby the mobile slab phase)is infertile, depleted,
with a half periodof • 0.75 m.y. Sincethe exact magnitude and refractorycomparedto the MORB sourceregion.
of the decoupling
(evenits existenceis unproven)and the
The lifetimesof individualvolcanosare very short, up to
buoyancy force are uncertain, the period could be shorter 10 m.y., but mostare probablymuchshorter,around100kyr
or longer. This mechanismwill developa time dependence: to I m.y. Ida [1983a]discusses
a studyin which Tstmakawa
sinceasmaterialgoesalonga closedstreamlinein the wedge [1982]claimsto haveevidencefor alternationin the stress
cornerit will cool down each time it comespast newly sub- field in the Japanarc at a time scaleof a few million years.
ductedcold slab and producelessmelt, driving forcefor the There is also some estimate on the time scale for variations
reversalis reduced. Equally, the fertility of the matrix de- from the volumesof lavaseruptedas a functionof time; for
creases
in periods
of flowreversal
sincethe samematerial example,Kennet et al [1977]estimatesa few millionyears,
continuesto melt by adiabaticdecompression
during each as do McBirney et al. [1974],from studiesof the Cascades
loop. This alsomakesit harder for the reversalto persist, in Oregon.Hencethereis tentativesupportfor a periodicity
but as the reversaldiesthe infertile matrix is carried away in volcanicityof order a few million years.
from the sourceregion by the inducedflow and replaced
with morefertile, hotter material. It is significantthat the
6. PETROLOGICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL
residueof the meltingis lighter than fertile mantle and tends
IMPLICATIONS OF MODEL.
to remain behindin the wedge. As the processcontinues,
onecanimaginethe wedgebecomingmorerefractoryuntil it
The transportof a hydrousphaseinto the mantlewedge
producesinsufficientmelt to give the systemthe necessary can potentially explain many of the distinctive features of
buoyancyto generateflow reversal. This processis illus- subductionzonevolcanism.To assess
this explanationcomtrated in Figure 15. Therefore we expect that over time, pletely,we wouldneedto know the compositionof the mothesource
regionof subduction
zonemagmas
(beforemeta- bile phasefrom the slab and its partition coefficientswith
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solublein water at high pressurethan are HFSE [ Tatsurni

et al., 1986].Islandarc tholeiitesare depletedin light (L)

REE, while calcalkaline subduction zone volcanics are relatively enriched in LREE and P. Hence the REE pattern

of subduction zone volcanicsis not unique, but Davidson

[1987]pointedout the interestingobservation
that the REE
as a whole are depleted in subduction zone volcanicsrelative to MORB. This suggestseither that the wedgeis highly
depleted or that subductionzone volcanicsreflect a higher

degreeof melting. Kelernenet al. [1990]suggests
that the
HFSE depletionand calcalkalinetrend can be explainedby
the interaction of a basaltic melt with harzburgite. In the
model that we present there is very little opportunity for
basalt to interact with harzburgiteother than in the source
region. We would expect this mechanismto apply more in
MOR than in subductionzonemagmassincethe sourceregion extends all the way to the surfacein MOR. Rather than
requiring a mechanism to decreasethe HFSE, we instead

Fmure
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5c.Corner
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tFieure
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flow

andfulloTinfertile
material.

Therefore
melting
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and
thebuoyancy
force
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/ material
brought
in;ndcorner
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up.Melting
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and

Icycle
repeats.

propose
that themantleisoriginallydepletedandis enriched

amphibole minerals, amongst other things! Very little is

with elementswith high mobilities in the hydrous phase.
The generally hydrous nature of the subductionzone volcanicsand the high chlorinecontentscan also be explained
by the incorporation of seawater.

known about these, but amphiboles are quite open structures and could accommodate a wide range of trace ele-

with the higher valuessignifyinginteraction with material

ments.

that hasbeenrecentlyin the near-surface
environment
(sed-

Fig. 15. Processof flow reversal.

The oxygenisotopes
are generally
6•SO• 5.5-9.0 •o•,

The subduction zone magmas have high water contents iments,continentalcrust,or oceaniccrust). The majority

(2-5 wt %), hydrousphenocrystsincludingamphiboles, of the valuesare 5.5-7.0 •, that is, similar to MORB.
Gregoryand Taylor [1981]discoveredthat the upper levmagmas
havehigherS?Sr/S6Sr
thando MORB,whilethe els (pillow lavasand didbasedike complex)of the Oman
and high chlorine contents. Isotopically, subduction zone

•4SNd/•44Nd
areloweror similar(i.e.,subduction
zonevol- Ophiolite
hadveryhighvalues
of •5•SO
(> 5.7 •oo andup
canicsare on or abovethe "mantlearray"). Seawaterhas a to 12.0 •o•) whilethe lowergabbroic
levelshadlow 6•sO
high concentrationof radiogenicSr but negligibleNd. Hence (< 5.7 7øødownto 4.0 7oo).
it
that
it is probablethat the oceaniccrust is enrichedin radiogenic the oceaniccrust is extensivelymelted to providethe subSt. The hydrousphasewill passthrough any sedimentsubducted and will leach any componentwith a high solubility

ductionzonevolcanics
source,onewouldexpectthe upper
layersto be preferentiallymelted and for the 6•SO to be >

outfromthesediment.
20?
pb/204
Pb versus
206
pb/204
Pb is 5.5 •.
high compared to other oceanic basalts. Sediments have

Sincemostvaluesare similarto MORB, this is

an argument against the slab being the sole sourceof the

largePb concentrations
andhigh2o?
pb/20•Pb compared
to volcanics.
Forthe hydrogen
isotopes
the 6D valuesaregen2ø6Pb/2ø4
Pb. In volcanic
rocks,•øBehasbeenfoundonlyin erallybetween
-40 and-80 •, spanning
a similarrangeas
thosefrom subductionzonesbut it is not ubiquitous.•øBe OIB and MORB.
has a short half-life and is generatedsolely on the surface
of the Earth. Hence its presencehas been interpreted as a
reflection of the recent input of sediment into the source.

Other featuresof the data have been explainedas re-

Sulting
fromtheslower
ascent
to thesurface
compared
to

MORB.Theseincludeassimilation
in passage
through
crust
Tatsumiandlsoyama[1988]havedemonstrated
that •øBe and increasedfractionation. A distinctive feature of subducis highly soluble in water and could be leached from the tion zonevolcanics
is the highnormarivesilicaof someof the
sedimentby a hydrousfluid dehydratingfrom the underlying basalt and migrating through the sedimentand onto the

volcanicswith a tendencyfor volcanicsabove thicker crust

to havehighernormativesilica,for example,the andesitic

source
region.The3He/4Heis • 6.5•-7.0,
whichis slightly volcanism
of the Andes.Varioussuggestions
havebeenad-
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and Nye and Reid [1986],we suspectthe valuesquotedand
conditionsat the source(possiblyhydrous,high foe, high would argue for lower values.
A lower bound on the temperature of magmas in the
alkalies),or increasedfractionalcrystallizationas a resultof
slowerascent.Slowerascentcouldbe a result of (1) higher source region can be estimated from the eruption temviscosity(due to high normatire silica (chickenand eggar- peratures. The eruption temperatures for andesites range
gument)and/or lowertemperature),(2) more compressive from 1050ø to 1100øC[Gill, 1981];sincethe water-saturated
stressregime,or (3) a densitybarrier,for example,a thick solidus of peridotite is 900ø-1000øC from I to 3 GPa, this
vanced,including more silicic parent magmas due to unique

crust. Geochemically,cMcalkalinesubduction zone magmas is a strong argument for the bulk of the melting to occur at
are characterized by suppressionof Fe-enriching processes a higher temperature, for example, the amphibole-buffered
[Groveand Kinzler, 1986]. The suppression
of iron enrich- solidus. Eruption temperatures from MOR seem less variment has been ascribed to be due to the fractionation
of
able and are • 1200øC. Assuming a source depth of • 80
magnetite[Gill, 1081]and/or hornblende[Groveand Baker, km for subduction zone magmas and adiabatic temperature

1984]. Our model doesnot addressthese upper level pro-

gradient for the magmasof løC/km, we estimate a mini-

cesses,but the above suggestionsare reasonable explana-

mum temperature at the sourceof 1130ø-1180øC. Given the

tionsfor the abovefeatures.Daviesand Bickle[1991]have predictionof McKenzie and Bickle [1988] that the MORB
shown that major element compositions of basalts due to
hydrous fluxing of a mantle wedge are consistent with estimates of primary magmas.
In evMuating the water budget, we mentioned the probability that very water-rich lavas do not reach the rigid lithospherebut are swept back into the sourceregion. This might
explain the decouplingof incompatible elementsfrom major
elements required by the high concentration of incompatible elements

in the crust relative

to its total

volume.

The

very hydrous melts will be the result of small degrees of
melting, allowing fractionation of the more incompatible elements. This effect, however,is magnified since these melts
can undergo multiple freezing-melting episodesbefore they
enter melts that exit the convectingwedge to the mechan-

sourceregion is at •.. 1320øC, they lose 80øC in addition to

that due to adiabaticdecompression
(assumedsourcedepth
• 40 km). Subductionzone magmashave a much harder
path to the surface, hence subduction zone magmas might
be expectedto lose at least this much to their surroundings,
that is, a minimum of 1210ø-1270øC for subduction zone
magmas at their source. Temperatures predicted for our
model are up to 1200øC and because of the model's cyclical behavior will show higher temperatures during the later
stagesand in general should show a wide range of temperatures. Hence there is a suggestionthat our model temperatures are too low. One explanation is that our dimensionalization of temperature using the data McKenzie and Bickle

[1988]is inappropriate;possiblysubductionzonesare hotical lithosphere. O'Nions and McKenzie [1988]suggested ter than MOR. These eruption temperature arguments are
only suggestive since we do not know the path history of
magmas from their source region to the surface, including
ing zone, that is, extracting the more incompatible elements how long they reside in magma chambers. The temperafrom a proportionally larger volumeof the mantle compared tures are buffered by crystallization; subduction zone magto the major elements. It has been argued that such small mas contain more crystals than MORB, and therefore the
degreesof melt can be extracted since the dihedral angle eruption temperatures of the lavas might be closer to the
of basalt with olivine is <60ø; but the work of Toramaru source temperature given this buffering effect. The erupand Fujii [1986]and the electricalconductivityobservation tion temperature might be related to the magma chamber

that the decoupling could be achieved by extracting very

smalldegreesof melting(<1%) at the peripheryof the melt-

of Sato et al. [1988a]mentionedabovesuggeststhat there dynamics and the density of the magma compared to its
couldbe a thresholdand it might be 2%. If it is true, then re- surroundings
[Huppertand Sparks,1980] and hencemight
peatedsmalldegreesof melting(• 2%) in subductionzones not be related to time of ascentbut rather bulk composition
could still accomplishthe decoupling,whereasthe < 1% and density evolution of magma. In this case,the eruption
amounts of melt required to produce the same decoupling temperatures give us a lower bound of only 1130ø-1180øC
in one-passmelting could not be extracted from the source at the source. Our model temperatures satisfy this bound.
There is further evidence for a depleted source from the
region. This might contributeto the fact that subduction
zone volcanicshave higher levels of incompatible elements observationof Davidson[1987] that subductionzone volrelative to MORB. The flow geometryin a subductionzone canics are depleted in REE relative to normal MORB and
is conduciveto repeat melting of the same material, while the observationof Bonatti and Michael[1989]that the most
depleted peridotites come from the subduction zone envithe divergingflow at ridgesfavorssingle-passmelting.
The flow reversal mechanismcan allow for higher temper- ronments. Also, Falloon and Green[1986]state that their
atures but not as high as requiredby petrologyfrom analy- experimental study suggeststhat the source of island arcs

sesof "primitive"lavas(e.g., 1400øCTatsumiet al. [1983] basalts is more refractory.
This mechanismsuggeststhat the first melts producedin
and (1600øCNye and Reid [1986]). Theseexperimentsare
meaningfulonly if they havecorrectlyidentifiedthe primary a youngsubductionzone (before there has been sufficient
magma, and then only if the melting processcan be thought subductionto cooldownthe wedge)will havevery high waof as batch equilibrium melting at a singletemperature and
pressure. Since the erupted lavas are most probably a reflectionof an integration of melts generatedat very different
temperatures and depths, one suspectsthat it is probably
too simplistic to ascribethe sourcelocation to a single pressure and depth. Sincewe argue that the most hydrousmelts
from the sourceregion do not reach the surface and are not

ter contentssincethe hotter wedgewill allow larger volumes
of water saturated melts to be generated, increasing their
probabilityof reachingthe surface.They wouldbe expected
to appearcloserto the trench. These might be equatedwith

boninites[Dobsonand O'Neil, 1987]. Boninitesare very de-

pleted, and the boninite explanation would fit only if the
initial wedgewas very depleted and got less depleted with
integratedinto the "primitive"lavasof Tatsumiet al. [1983] time as the slab increasinglymetasomatizedthe wedgeand
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material was recycled by the melting-arrestedpropagating amphiboles as a minor component. K-amphiboles studied
crack-inducedflow cycle.
by Sudo and Tatsumi[1990] were very stable and would
During the reversalstageof the periodiccyclethe water be stable throughout our sourceregion; as a consequence
will still leave the slab and will be transported laterally by we speculatethat pargasiticamphibolesricher in potassium
the mechanism described earlier, since it takes up only a have higher thermal stability. Since the limited potassium
small proportion of the wedge, that is, is localized to • 1 is probably accommodatedin pargasiticamphiboles,we do
km width perpendicularto the slab, near the slab, from a not expect K-amphibolesor phlogopiteto be commonhydepth of around75-100 km, and • 5-10 km in depth across drous minerals in the subduction zone environment. Phlothe wedgeat a depth of •-0100 km (AppendixB). Henceit gopite could also explain the K-h correlation, in that it is a
would not be much affectedby a possibledecoupling,which potassium-richhydrousphasewith greaterthermal stability
extendsmore than a few kilometersinto the wedge. Equally, than pargasite;current work, however,suggeststhat it is

it would not be greatly affectedby a flow reversal,sincea
flow reversaldoes not developmuch of an "updraft".
7. CONCLUSIONS

1. Inducedcornerflow cannotgenerallygenerateextensive
partial melting of the subductedslab to producehigh-AI
basalts from an eclogitic source. The exception would be
the subductionof very hot oceaniccrust, for example,near

also too stable.

7. Due to the buoyancyof the depletedresidueit is suggested that the fertility of the subduction zone volcanics
sourceis variable and that the time-averagedsourceis more
depleted and refractory than the sourceof M ORB sincethe

residueis not clearedout of the sourceregionas efficiently

as in the MOR environment. Hence for the major elements
we prefer a depleted source. The metasomatism due to the
mobile phase from the slab will complicate the issue for
minor incompatible elements. If boninites are very watera ridge.
2. Inducedcornerflow can laterally transportwater large rich melts from a hot, initiating subductionzone, then their
distancesby a combinationof transport fixed in amphibole very depletednature suggeststhat the pre-subductionzone
carried by the induced flow in the mantle and vertical trans- wedgeis very depleted.
8. Modulation in subduction zone volcanics could be export as a free phase.
3. This water will producemelting only if the local rela- plained by a weak time dependentflow reversal due to in-

tive velocityof wedgeand plate is • > 6 -4-2cm/yr. If this trinsic buoyancygeneratedby the melting process.Local
model is the explanation for the sourceof subductionzone decouplingof the wedgefrom the slab induced flow would
magmas, then we suggestthat the relative normal subduc- increasethe efficiencyof the flow reversal. This mechanism
tion velocity is relatively high and uniform worldwide, as suggestsperiodsof the order of a few million years.

claimedby Otsuki[1989].
4. Balancingwater input into the subductionzone with
volumeand water contentof subductionzonemagmaentering the crust leads us to suggestthe possibilitythat more
magma is generated in the subduction zone but that it is
very hydrous and is arrested in the lithospheric mantle.

APPENDIX A: ANALYTIC APPROXIMATIONS

A.1. Interface Temperature,at the "Magic Corner"

Marsh [1979] speculatesthat the slab will melt in the
"magiccorner"wherethe slab-induced
flowimpingesnearly
Someof thesewater-richfrozenmelts(amphibolitesandser- perpendicularlyon the slab. This idea wasexpandedupon
pentinites)might becomediapiricallyunstableand produce by Brophyand Marsh[1986]to explainthe lack of a garnet
tonalitic plutons and, possibly,the granites seen in conti- signaturein the REE. Here we shalllook at a simplemodel

nental convergent margins. Also, the hydrous melts will
exsolve free water towards the end of their crystallization
and might be the sourceof the water suggestedin electrical
conductivity and seismicreflection work. The most hydrous
magmas are the result of small degreesof melting. These
will not reach the mechanicallithospherebut will be swept
backinto the molten zoneand undergofurther melting. This
leads to a process where the same material can be melted
repeatedly,allowinglargefractionationsand a decouplingof
incompatible elementsfrom the major elements.
5. If the magmas are transported to the base of the lithosphereby crackswhosedirectionof propagationis controlled
by the least compressivestress,then this leads to a mechanism that helps in focusingthe melts at the volcanicfront

which illustrates a point also made in the numerical models: the impinginginducedflow cannotincreasethe interface

temperaturedramaticallysinceit cannotadvectheat right
to the slab surface.

The flow turns the corner and in so

doing reducesits normal velocity to the slab to zero at the
slabsurface.Henceit mustconductheat acrossthis nearly
stagnant layer. This is very inefficient, and therefore the
interface stays cool.

Specifically,
we can solvethe problemof a flow perpendicularto a slab decreasing
from a velocityof v0 a distance
12away from the slab, linearly to zero at the slab surface.If

the temperatureis T1 at a distance12awayfrom the slab,
and it is To a distancell into the slab, whichis assumedto
be stationary,thenonefindsthat the interfacetemperature
and in explainingits nearlyconstantheightof 120km above T1/2 is

the Wadati-Benioff zone for most dips and its increaseat
very high dips.
6. The width of the sourceregionwill be partly controlled
by the stability range of the dominant amphiboles.The increasingK contentof lavasas we go further awayfrom the
trenchcouldbe explainedby the possiblehigherthermalstability of amphibolesricher in potassium.The concentration
of potassiumis low in oceanicmantle, and what is present

-

T1/2 -To

=ll

whichis nearly constant,beinglargelyinsensitiveto the
details within reasonablebounds,given the behaviorof

ß (z), theprobability
integral;that is, erf (x); where/• =

V/vol2/2n.
Forinstance,
ifn= 10-6 m-2s-1,v0= 7cm/yr,

and12= ll = 5 km, thenT1/2= 0.333if T1 = 1.0 andTo
is probablyincorporatedin variousamountsin pargasitic = 0.0. In fact,onlya slabwhichis alreadyveryhot (in the
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sensethat the cold from the face of the slab has migrated
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pressurephases,the water forms an interconnected network

very deeply (relative to the distancethat the flow reduces with the hydratedperidotite[Watsonet al., 1990]. Thereits velocityover)into the slab)will havean appreciablyhigh fore it rises vertically by porous flow through the mantle.
When it first enters the region of amphibole stability, it will
traverse through mantle that is already saturated with am-

interface temperature. This has been found to be the casein
our numerical investigations, not all of which are presented.
The slab wedgeinterface can attain high temperatures only
if the slab is very young, for example < 10 m.y., that is,
very close to the ridge. If for instance we increased the
temperature of the flow before it impinges on the slab for

phibole (which has been formed higher up and has been
carrieddown by the inducedflow). After rising sufficiently,

A.2. Analytic Model

sourceregion, so we shall use the values applicable to this
region. The variables with the largest uncertainty are the
horizontal component of the mantle wedge velocity and the

it will reach mantle that is free of amphibole; here it reacts
rapidly to form amphibole which is carried back down by
example,from of the orderof 800ø to 1200øC,(for instance the slab-induced mantle flow, further away from the slab.
because the return flow is forced to come from deeper be- The net result of the two processesis a horizontal flux of
cause of a neighboring deep continental root, or that the water away from the slab.
We can evaluate the extent of the region that is hydrated
rigid lithosphere
is very thick (up to 100 kin)) the interface
temperature increasesby only around 200øC; this is insuf- and also the volume of free water by equating fluxes. The
ficient to generate 20 wt % melting as required by Brophy extent of the hydrated region and the volume of free water
and Marsh [1986]to generatea densityreversalto allow an will vary as we move further away from the slab. We are
interested in these values as the water reaches the potential
instability.

The secondaspectconcernsthe temperature of the wedge viscosity of the water.
and slab once the flow has turned parallel to the slab. Here
The horizontal flux carried by the mantle wedge in the
we present a simplified analytic model which retains the priamphiboleand the freewatermustequalthe flux out of the
mary behavior. It showsthe interface being sheltered by a plate that entersthe mantlewedge.Hence
thermal boundary layer in the wedge. As a result, the slab
remains cold while the wedge away from the slab remains
••(•
+ (f•/•))a
= i•
(S•)

hot. This model was suggestedto us by A. Howard and B.

Hager(personalcommunication,
1987).

where Vx is the horizontal componentof the mantle wedge

be parallel to the slab and equal to the velocity of the slab
everywhere. We solvefor the steady state thermal regime.
The temperature gradient is assumedto be much stronger
perpendicularto the slab than parallel to it. Hence we are

the massflux of water per unit length along arc through the
system. Also the vertical flux in the mantle wedgeof water
is zero; that is, the amount of water carried down in the
fixed amphibole must equal the volume of water carried up
by the free mobile phase. Using the expressionfor the relationship betweenporosity and permeability,from McKenzie

The model considersa slab descendingat a constant ve- flow, w is the weightfraction of H20 in the hydrated perilocity into a wedgeat an angle0. The x axisis perpendicular dotite, f is the volumefraction of HaO as a free supercritical
to the slab (positiveout into the wedge),and the y axisis vapor, p•, is the densityof the free supercriticalvapor, Pmis
parallel and downthe slab, with the origin at the point that the density of the mantle wedge,h is the depth over which
the slab enters the asthenosphere.The flow is assumedto the mantle is hydrated and free water is present, and F is

left to solve

%OT/Oy= •02T/Ox2

(A2)

We solve the above equation for the following initial condition at y = 0, where the temperature in the mantle away
from the slab is constant at T•, while there is a linear gradient acrossthe slab from T = To for the slab upper surface
to T = T• at its lower surface. We find that the solution is

T - T• + (T• - To)x

(AS)

[1984],k c•fa, weget

pmVz(w
-{-(f Pw/Pm))
= pwa2
faApg/brl

(B2)

where Vz is the vertical component of the mantle wedgeflow,
a is the grain size of the mantle wedge, b is a constant in

the permeability
law k = a•fa/b, • 10s, Ap is p,• - p•, g
is the accelerationdue to gravity, and rt is the viscosityof
the supercritical fluid. If we know the composition of the

2hh)[err
c• hvr.
•
((x(b)err
(a)]-

mantle, then we can predict the value of w. Green[1972]
and B VTP [1981]estimatedthat w might be 0.4 wt %.
Assumingthat the metasomatising
fluid has 20 wt % Na,

where
a =- x/o•;b =-(x- h)/o•;o•= V/(4gy)/v;
T•, is
the mantle temperature, To is the temperature of the upper
surface of the plate as it enters the asthenosphere, and h is

and that Na is the limiting componentfor the formation of
amphibole,then we can expect at most a 20 wt % increase
in the amount of amphiboleformed. Hence0.5 wt % seems

the width

a reasonable upper bound for the amount of bound water in

of the slab.

This

model

also illustrates

the low

interface temperature at x = 0.

a wedgeperidotire saturated with amphibole. Estimatesof
the viscosity of water at these temperatures and pressures

APPENDIX

B: TR. ANSPOR.T OF V•rATER.

Assume that water leaves the slab between the depths
of 50 and 80 km and enters the mantle, where it immediately reacts with the peridotite to form amphibole. This
amphibole remains stable until it reachesa depth of •, 100
km, where it breaks down and releasesits water. It is argued that before the water can be incorporated into high-

[e.g., Spera,1987; Ahrensand Schubert,1975]rangefrom
7x 10-s to 2• 10-4 Pa s. If the typicalgrainsizeis 10-s m,
thenwecansolvefor f giventhat Ap •2.5 x10a kg m-•
andV• • 10-" m s-• (a cm/yr). We canignorethe free
water componentbeing carried down by the solid matrix to
first order.

f = (Vzb•lwpm/p•,a2Apg)
•/s • 2 x 10-s

(B3)
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If we had usedthe permeability/porosityrelationshipof yon upper1.2 km. This suggests
the presence
of possiblyless
Sargenand Waff[1986],k = a2f2/104,thenwewouldfind }t20 than has beenpreviouslyestimated;the hole did not
f = 2 x 10-4. Cheadle
[1989],usinga sophisticated
tech- reachthe gabbros,but if the permeabilityargumentis cornique,suggeststhat the permeabilitybecomesproportional rect, then they should be altered even lessthan the sheeted
to the secondpower of porosity at low porosityand sug- dikes. Most probablyexcess
wateris releasedby the slab
gestseven higher permeabilityat lower porosity;henceour relativeto the water returnedby the lavasto the crust but
preferredwaterporosityis < 2 x 104.
it mightnotbe aslargeaspreviously
estimated
[Ito et al.,
Sincewe now have an estimateof w, f, and Vx, given 1983].As discussed
in the text, a probableresolution
of the
an estimate of F we can estimate the extent of this mantle
discrepancy
involvesthe incorporationof waterin meltsthat
hydration,h, from equation(1). Variouspeoplehaveesti- do not makeit to the crustbut are pondedat the Moho;
mated the water contentof the slab to be up to 3 wt %; they enter the crust later as tonMites and releasesome wamanyworkersconsider2 wt % a generous
maximum[Pea- ter as a free phase. From the two estimates of water flux we
cock,1987;Ito et al., 1983],while othersestimate• 3 wt % suggestthat the thicknessof the hydratedmantle (h) will
[Anderson
et al., 1976;Fyfeet al., 1978].If 10%of thiswa- be 0.25 to 5 km, if the horizontalcomponentof the velocity
ter is releasedbetween50 and 80 km and entersthe wedge, is I cm/yr. Hence,giveneitherestimate,we get reasonable
then 0.2% is a reasonable estimate of the water content of the

slab which enters the wedge,that is, most water is released

degreesof hydration.
Equally, this flux needs to be carried down from the slab

at shallowerdepthsreturningto the surface.In considering to the 100 km dehydrationdepth of mantlein the wedge.If
that only 10% of the water escapesinto the mantle we are
assumingthat most of the volatilescan escapeduring the
metamorphism from greenschistto amphibolite facies and
that the thrust zoneis not a "tight" fault in the oil industry
parlance;both are unlikely,and hencethis is potentially a

we assumethat the water is produceduniformlythroughout
the depth from 50 to 80 km, then we estimate the thicknessof hydrated layer parallel to the slab to be 0.05-1 km

at a depth of 80 km, where the amphiboledehydrationis
complete.

large underestimate. Then the flux F is

F = w•Vzhcpr

APPENDIX

(B4)

where w• is the weight fraction }t20 in the slab that enters

C: •rATER.-INDUCED

MELTING

We shall briefly comment on constraints arising from

thewedge
(2 x10-3); Vzis theverticalvelocity
of theslab, water-induced melting. First, we shall assume that water
2x 10-9m s-• (6 cm/yr)xsin(dip);
hcisthewidthofdehy- is completely incompatible and that all of it enters the melt.

dratingoceaniccrust,6 km/sin(dip);andppis the densityof It is widely believed to have a distribution coefficient simithe subducting
plate,3.5 x103kg m-3. We haveassumed lar to potassium,that is, • 0.01. Hencethe only way water
that most of the dehydrationis causedby the amphibole can go through the supersolidusregionis in the melt phase.
goingbeyondits high-pressure
stability limit, so as the slab If the system is in steady state, then this requires that the
descends
6 km in 0.1 m.y., 6 km of slabis dehydratedin this water flux (F) is constantthroughthe system. Hencethe
time. ThereforeweestimateF • 8 x 10-5 kg s-x permeter product of the solubility of water in the melt and the melt
along arc.

flux has to equal the water flux.

If we believe that most of the water subducted returns to

thesurface
in subduction
zonevolcanics
(SZV), thenwecan

F = sa2f3Apg/brl

alsoestimateF. An estimateof lava productionis foundin

(C1)

the cornerflow section,2.5 x 104to 5 • 104kg yr-• per where s is the solubility of water in the melt, a is the mean
meter along the arc. It is estimated that SZV close to the

surfacehave 0.5-4 wt% }120; this leads to an estimate of

grain size, f is the melt porosity,Ap is the density difference between the melt and the matrix, b is a parameter in

F •0.8 x10-5 to 5 x 10-5 kg s-• permeteralongarc. If

the permeabilityexpression
(seeAppendixB), and • is the

thesemeltswerethe resultof 10% degreeof meltingand
50% crystallization,then we evaluatethat the initial melts

melt's viscosity.We can solvefor the melt porositycubed
timesthe solubility.Equally,we can limit the melt porosity
sincewe needa certain amountof melt to generatethe arc.

at the sourcehad 0.025-0.2 wt % }120 in their source. Note

that more water is estimatedto enter the wedgethan to
leave by melts. This could be due to the fact that part
of the wateris returnedto the deepmantleto be sampled
at MOR and in OIB after a long residencetime. It could
alsoreflectthe uncertaintyin estimatingthe amountof melt
producedand alsothe amountof waterthat the slabinjects
into the mantlewedge.Beckeret al. [1989]reporton the
drilling of hole 504B, the deepestpenetrationinto oceanic
crust by an ODP hole. The initial results from the neutron

}1ence

Fm- a2f3Apg/brl

(C2)

where Fm is the melt flux.

Usingthe estimatesof 1 km3 yr-• for the wholeisland
arc system(40,000km long), we get an estimateof f •
0.08 if ;/ • 10 Pa s. The final melt that leavesthe system
most probably can have no more than 2 wt % }120, but
of courselower down in the melting column the amount
of melt might be lower and the amountof water higher.

activationtool indicatesthat alterationproductsare concentratedalongcontactsbetweenrelativelyunalteredunits The very first melts will be saturated because we have an
of fairly homogeneous
geochemistry.
The deepest200 m of infinitesimal
(< 2 x 10-2 %) amountof freewater. At this

sheeted
dikes(1.5 km belowthe surface)wereonlyslightly
altered,whilethe alterationincreased
asoneapproached
the
surface;this hasbeensuggested
to be controlledby permeability. Theseresultsseemto suggestthat the alteration
is nowherepervasiveand that it is largelyrestrictedto the

depth the solubility of water in melt is • 25 wt %. Hence we

willproduce
< 8 x 10-4 melt!The nextchange
in melting
will occuron the breakdownof a pargasiticamphibole.This
will be at • 1150øC,wherewe will get appreciable
melting,
and the melts will be undersaturated

in water.
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OF PKOPAGATION

OF

The direction of propagation of small fractures is controlled by the least compressivestress. The direction of
openingof the crack will be in this direction, while the directionof propagationwill alwaysmaintainthis relationship.
Conditionswhere this might not be true are mentionedin
the text, and we caution that a full solution to the problem of a finite crack propagatingin a nonuniformlystressed
medium has not been solved. Corner flow can be solved ex-

actly [seeBatchelor,1967]. The followingderivationof the

compressive
axis

corner flow equationsfollowscloselythe derivation due to

McKenzie[1969].If ß is the streamfunctionand hencethe

Fig. D2. Relationshipof principal axesin corner flow regime.

velocity is given by
1 0q/

(v•,vo)
= (r 00' Or)

(D1)

then for the corner flow problem illustrated in Figure D1
with an acute angle 8d we find that

q•= rv[(Oa0)sin
(Oa)sin
(0)-OaOsin
(Oa-0)] (D2)
0• - sin2 0d
Similarly, given the velocity field and a constant viscosity
theology,one can solvefor the stressregime. The deviatoric
stressesin general are as follows

O'rr
--'2•/Ov•
Or

(D3)

tr00
-- 2r/(r1•__•
+v•)
r

(D4)

Ovo
vo)
Or
r

O'rO
---

principal axes. In the coordinatesof the principal axes the
shear stressis zero. We are using the fluid mechanicssign
convention that compressionis positive while dilatation is
negative. Hence the axis of maximum and minimum compressionare at 45ø to the radial direction, with the direction
of least compressivestressoriented as shown in Figure D2.
When the shear stressis negative, then the minimum compressiveaxis is betweenthe two coordinateaxes,while when
the shear stress is positive, the maximum compressiveaxis
is betweenthe O and radial axes. The line boundingthe two
regimeslies at an angle Ocgiven by

Oc=tan-•(sinOa-OacøsOa)
(DS)
OasinOa

(D5)

What is the direction of propagation of the fracture? We
know the instantaneous direction of the dike at each position, and hence we can define the equation of the path.
From Figure D3 we find that

(D6)

hence

For this specificcase we find

•

dr/dO-r

= aoo= 0

(D9)

r = ro exp [0]

and

(D10)

ao•
= 2wl[Oa
cos
(Oa
- O)- sin
Oa
cos
O] (D7)in the region above the bounding curve and
r(0• - sin20a)
Hence we can seethat the greatest shear stressesare parallel to r = const. and the 0 = const. directions. In general,
the axes which maximize

-dr/dO =r

(Dll)

hence

the shear stress lie at 45 ø to the

r = r' exp[Od-- 0]

(D12)

below the bounding angle. The integration constants r0
and r' are the point of intersectionof the curve with the

V=0

0c

45

•

v

Fig. D1. Coordinate
system
of Appendix
D.

/

/

Fig. D3. Derivation
of equation
(DS).
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